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“Our neighbours, India and China, are experiencing 
unprecedented economic growth, propelled by technological 
advances in Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, Automation, Big 
Data, Blockchain, Quantum Computers, and FinTech - Digital 

Currencies, Digital Wallets, Digital Banking.

The world is changing rapidly. We cannot afford to avoid what 
we don’t yet understand, and hope for the best. Such an 
attitude will cost us our national objective of self reliance.

We have to create economic opportunities for the next 
generation. It’s time to recalibrate ourselves to succeed 

in the fast-paced world. The government, lawmakers, the 
private sector, the people, and experts in various fields must 
work collectively to chart out a clear economic roadmap for 
the 21st Century- this will help every individual and entity 
to understand their respective roles and work towards a 

common national objective”

His Majesty the King, 112th National Day Address
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FOREWORD

In this 21st century with the continuous technological advancement in the 

global economy, the role of Intellectual Property is only becoming more 

vital in stimulating the ongoing endeavours of promoting technological 

progress through innovation and creativity. A robust Intellectual Property 

Rights promotes economic growth, foreign direct investment, and 

creates jobs. 

The Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) also ensures well-balanced rights 

between the right holders as well as the public at large. Such balanced 

interests or rights are particularly essential in times of crisis. The 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the larger public health and safety 

interest response by governments has led to provision of exceptions  

and limitations in IPR legislations to enable scientists, engineers, public 

health policymakers, industry actors and members of the general public 

to have access to millions of undisclosed and protected technological 

information thereby facilitating them in their endeavour to develop new 

vaccines to fight the novel coronavirus and also manufacture other 

essential medical equipment to meet the demand at affordable prices. 

The World Intellectual Property Organization on its initiative to facilitate 

such access to various technologies through published patents 

launched a new search functionality for its global patent database, 

PATENTSCOPE, thereby facilitating the R&D in the overall efforts of 

developing a vaccine for COVID-19. Besides, many right holders across 

the world have also voluntarily taken steps through innovative licensing 

arrangements and other measures to provide free access to extensive 

relevant technological contents.

COVID-19 has hit hard the world economy and Bhutan is no exception. 

Besides other sectors, the tourism sector which is the second-largest 

revenue contributor is the hardest hit by the pandemic. The Royal 

Government is rolling out various  measures to revive the  economy 

and to stimulate growth viz. front-loading the implementation of 12th 

FYP activities including flagship programs, several fiscal measures 

focusing on tourism, agriculture, CSIs, and infrastructure. The Royal 

Government is also expediting the release of Bhutan’s 21st Century 

Economic Roadmap which is expected to guide the country’s economic 

development and working on reforming TVET (Technical and Vocational 

Education and Training) so that the youth are equipped with 21st century 

skills in science and technology. 

The disruptions in industry supply chains worldwide by the pandemic  

has  reminded us about the need to be self-sufficient and to change  the 

way we live and work. Therefore, the Royal Government is building and 

enhancing domestic productive capacity with focus on promoting large 

scale  agriculture and livestock production to minimize the risk of supply 

chain disruptions and achieve food self-sufficiency. Online education, 

online shopping, remote working, virtual meetings, training or workshops 

through webinars and so on are becoming  the  new norm by embracing 

digital technology and adapting to the objectives of the  Digital Drukyul 

flagship program.

Against this backdrop, it is perceived that the role of Intellectual Property 

is only going to rise as it cuts across all sectors in the economy. Moving 

towards that direction, the Department is developing strategies and 

action plans for implementation of the National Intellectual Property 

Policy which aims to provide synergy and clarity among different sectors 

to use the Intellectual Property System to harness greater growth of our 

social, educational, economic and cultural well-being. The Department 

is also building the capacity of the TISCs (Technology Innovation 

Support Centers) established in two technical colleges and Thimphu 

TechPark which would provide access to millions of high quality scientific 

and technological information thereby helping local innovators and 

creators in exploiting their creating and innovating potential. Considering 

the benefits of branding for the CSIs, a Branding Bureau has been 

established to provide advisory services on different aspects of branding. 

In its continuous effort of creating a wider and deeper awareness of 

Intellectual Property, the Department has come out with the Annual IP 

Magazine 2020 despite the current inconducive situation. The magazine 

aims to explain and clarify the Intellectual Property’s role in promoting 

economic, social, cultural, and technological development of the nation.

It is hoped that this magazine contributes to a greater appreciation and 

timely perspective on how the Intellectual Property System can promote 

innovation and creativity and contribute to economic growth. I would like 

to congratulate the Department for launching the 3rd edition of Annual 

IP Magazine and hope that it corroborates to the Department’s ongoing 

efforts of disseminating greater awareness on Intellectual Property. 

       

                                                  Loknath Sharma                      
                                                                                               Tengye Lyonpo



 VISION

To use the intellectual property protection 
system as a stimulus for the social, 

cultural, technological and economic 
growth of the country

Mission

To establish a comprehensive well-balanced 
and effective system for the protection, 

enforcement and utilization of intellectual 
property rights.
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Background

Bhutan introduced Intellectual Property (IP) 
system into its national development process 

by becoming a member of the World Intellectual 
Property Organization (WIPO) in 1994. The first 
step taken by the Royal Government was the 
promulgation of the Industrial Property Regulation 
1997, and creation of a Legal Section to implement 
this Regulation in the erstwhile Ministry of Trade 
and Industry in the same year. The trademark 
registration system became the first intellectual 
property to be protected through this Regulation. 

One of the important milestones in the history of IP 
system was the enactment of the two legislations 
governing IP, namely the Copyright Act and Industrial 
Property Act of the Kingdom of Bhutan during 
the 79th session of the National Assembly in July 
2001. The need to protect innovation and creativity 
became increasingly important as business and 
industrial sector began to expand gradually. The 
enactment of the legislation is, therefore, aimed at 
introducing an effective system for the protection 
of IP rights (IPRs) that fulfill the aspirations of the 
private sector development. The Copyright Act 
protects the rights of creators for literary and artistic 
works such as audio-visual works, books, paintings, 
photographs, songs and music, among others, and 
the Industrial Property Act protects trademark, 
patent and industrial design through registrations. 

In 2016, the IP Division was upgraded to a 
Department to cater to the increasing roles of IP 
in facilitating innovation and creativity which are 
beyond the registration system. 

MEMBERSHIP TO INTERNATIONAL 
LEGAL INSTRUMENTS ON 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Bhutan is member to the following international 
IP Instruments: 

1. Convention Establishing the World                                                                                                                                            
    Intellectual Property Organization,1994

2. The Paris Convention for the Protection of                                                                                                                                               
    Industrial Property, 2000

3. The Madrid Agreement concerning                                                                                                                                       
    international registration of Marks, 2000

4. The Madrid Protocol concerning                                                                                                                                       
    international registration of Marks, 2000

5. The Berne Convention for the Protection                                                                                                                                       
    of Literary and Artistic Works, 2004

Currently, feasibility studies on accession to 
additional international memberships on filing 
of patent, industrial design as well as WIPO’s 
internet treaties are under way.  
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The DoIP under the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
(MoEA) is responsible for the implementation of 
the recently adopted National Intellectual Property 
Policy (NIPP) 2018, and the registration and 
protection of IPRs through the Industrial Property 
Act and Copyright Act. 

The Industrial Property Act and the Copyright Act 
set out the legal, functional and operational basis for 
the set-up of different Registries for the registration 
of IPRs, the procedures for such registration, the 
rights conferred to the inventors and creators, 
and provisions on administrative and enforcement 

of IPRs. Further, efforts are underway to update 
these laws in line with the changing international 
IP environment. In this regard, provisions on the 
protection of incremental local innovations through 
the issuance of Utility Model Certificates in addition 
to protection of the region-specific products and 
services through the Geographical Indication (GI) 
signs are being proposed in the revised Industrial 
Property Bill. 

The two Intellectual Property Acts of 2001, set out 
the legal, functional and operational basis for the 
set-up of the different Registries for the registration 

Intellectual Property Legislation 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
1. Patent - Inventions
2. Mark - Trademark, Logos,                                                                                                                                           
    Service Marks, Collective                                                                                                                                       
    Marks
3. Industrial Designs - Designs

COPYRIGHT WORKS
(Literary & Artistic)

(Eg. books, dramatic, 
cinematographic, musical works, 

fine arts, etc.)

The Industrial Property Act of the 
Kingdom of Bhutan, 2001

The Copyright Act of the Kingdom of 
Bhutan, 2001
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of intellectual property titles, the procedures for such 
registration, the rights conferred to the inventors 
and creators, and provisions on administrative and 
enforcement of intellectual property rights. These 
two IP legislations which were enacted in the year 
2001 are solely focused on the administration and 
the enforcement of the intellectual property. Further, 
efforts are underway to update these laws in line with 
the changing international IP environment. In this 
regard, provisions on the protection of incremental 
local innovations through the issuance of Utility 
Model Certificates in addition to protection of the 
region-specific products and services through the 
Geographical Indication signs are being proposed 
in the revised Industrial Property Act.

Further, with the rapid growing use of internet in the 
early 2000s and online sale and use of copyright 
materials, the Copyright Act is being also revised to 
keep abreast of the global internet technology. 

A successful intellectual property regime is far 
beyond mere administration and enforcement of 
IP rights only. Therefore, a policy was formulated 
in 2018 to promote innovation and creativity 
to improve economic, social, cultural and 

technological wellbeing of the country. This policy is 
aimed to enhance our current IP system to promote 
innovation and creativity and take us beyond 
registration services.  The NIPP will facilitate 
development and deployment of educational 
training programmes, policies and modus operandi 
for upgrading knowledge and skills, provision of 
adequate resources and facilities for research, 
encouragement of inventive activities in business and 
other commercial and trading enterprises, effective 
use of modern and emerging technologies, linkages 
between industries, research and development 
(R&D) institutions and universities, encouraging 
industries and enterprises in the private sector to 
plough back or invest greater funding in R&D and 
ensuring effective protection of IP rights.

Therefore, an IP Policy is formulated in 2018 to 
strategize and integrate all these efforts into a 
coherent and holistic mechanism and to establish 
institutional frameworks for a more balanced 
development-oriented use of the IP system to 
increase local IP assets, promote transfer of 
technology, and further, promote innovation and 
creativity in the society.
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MANDATES

The DoIP is the responsible agency for administration and regulation of IP related assets in the 
country with the following mandates: 

1. To formulate and update laws in accordance with national and international standards on all 

subjects of IP;

2. To establish a system for the grant of rights to IP;

3. To promote knowledge and understanding of IP among the creators, users and the general 

public;

4. To assist the right holders in commercializing their works and maximizing the economic 

utilization of their IP assets;

5. To strengthen and improve the mechanisms for the enforcement of IPRs;

6. To facilitate linkages between industries, R&D institutions and universities on knowledge 

transfer and IP management in addition to creating enabling environment to access and share 

knowledge, technology and IP.

7. Explore mechanism in the protection of Cultural Heritage and Traditional Knowledge (TK) 

associated with IP;

8. To build up an international network of treaty relationships for protecting and safeguarding 

IPRs of Bhutanese nationals abroad; and

9. To strengthen the institutional and professional capacity of the Department to fulfill its 

mandates.
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PUBLIC OUTREACH & 
AWARENESS SECTION
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MILESTONES

1994

1997

2000

2001

2004

 ӵ Creation of a Legal Section in                                                                                                                                   
the erstwhile Ministry of Trade                                                                                                                                          
and Industry.
 ӵ Promulgation of the Industrial                                                                                                                                    
Property Regulation.
 ӵ Bhutan becomes a member of the                                                                                                                                          
Paris Convention for the                                                                                                                                              
  Protection of Industrial Property.

 ӵ Bhutan becomes a member                                                                                                                                        
of the World Intellectual                                                                                                                                  
Property Organization                                                                                                                                  
(WIPO).

 ӵ Bhutan enacts the Copyright Act                                                                                                                                             
and Industrial Property
 ӵ Act of the Kingdom of Bhutan. 

 ӵ Bhutan becomes a member                      
of the Madrid Agreement 
concerning international 
registration of Marks.
 ӵ Bhutan becomes a member 
of the Madrid Protocol 
concerning international 
registration of Marks.

 ӵ Bhutan becomes a  
member of the Berne 
Convention for the 
Protection of Literary and 
Artistic Works.
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2016

2018

2019

2020

 ӵ The IP Division is upgraded to a                                                                                                                                             
Department.

 ӵ The National Intellectual Property Policy (NIPP) is                                                                                                                                             
endorsed.
 ӵ The Technology and Innovation Support Centers                                                                                                                                        
(TISCs) are established in two technical colleges                                                                                                                                        
and Thimphu TechPark.
 ӵ The annual National Trademark Award is instituted.
 ӵ The first Annual Magazine of the Department is                                                                                                                                             
published.

 ӵ The online Bhutan IP Search                                                                                                                                          
System is launched.

 ӵ The IP Theme Song and Musical                                                                                                                                        
Video published.





TRENDS IN INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHTS
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN REGISTRY

Introduction

The Industrial Design is a form of intellectual 
property that provides legal protection on 

the appearance/features and aesthetic aspects 
of a product. It can be either in the form of three-
dimension features such as shape of a product (cars, 
cell phones, tables, etc.) or two dimensions such 
as lines, patterns and colors (visual appearance of 
cloths or fabric or its patterns). 

The concept of design started in pre-historic era 
with new designs of weapons, and the actual 
evolution of designs and its importance started from 
16th century with industrial revolution. The need for 
protection of artistic elements of the product has 
been long recognized, and the Paris Convention 
for Protection of Industrial Property, 1883 is the first 
international treaty to protect intellectual property. 

The Hague Agreement of Industrial Designs, 1925 
is a procedural treaty that harmonizes the way of 
filing design application for countries party to the 
agreement. Industrial designs of products play 
an important role in the growth of design-based 
industries through producing new and innovative 
designs of products. The Industrial Property Act 

of the Kingdom of Bhutan, 2001 provides the legal 
basis for designers to protect new designs and 
exercise their rights in the market. The industrial 
designs registry was established on May 1, 2009. 

National Industrial Design 
Registration process

In Bhutan, it is mandatory for a product to be 
registered and protected with the intellectual 
property office to receive design rights. The 
protection gives owners legal and exclusive right 
to make, sell and use the products to facilitate 
commercial exploitation. The primary objective 
of such protection system is to provide incentives 
and reward the efforts and resources spent, and 
to encourage designers to further create and 
innovate. This is envisaged to assist sectors such 
as industrial and manufacturing who invest heavily 
to bring new products in the market, leading to great 
expansion in commercial activities. When a product 
serves same purpose; the appearance of product 
dominates consumers’ buying decisions. Without 
a doubt, the ability to create appealing design is 
assuming significance in the era of creativity. 

Industrial Design Application No. –    BT/D/2011/05

Industrial Design No.                     -   D 000005

Name of Applicant and address    –   CHONGQING SOKON

                                                          MOTOR GROUP CO. LTD.,

                                                          Shapingba District.

Country                                          -  P.R. CHINA (CN)

Date of Registration                       -  October 23, 2013  
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Industrial Design Application No. –   BT/D/2009/01

Industrial Design No.                     -   D 000005

Name of Applicant and address     –  Mr. Kinzang Wangdi

                                                          Bjimina Industrial Estate,                          

                                                          Thimphu

Country                                           -  Bhutan (BT)

Date of Registration                        -  December 14, 2009  

Criteria for Registration

The registration and protection of designs must 
meet some legal requirements. All designs 
seeking protection must be;

1. New and Original: which means that there 
should be no prior publication or disclosure 
of the design.

2. It must be industrially applicable so that it is 
useful in the society whereby industries can 
reproduce or manufacture and sell. 

3. Must not be dictated by technical 
functionality and

4. It should not be contrary to public order or 
morality.

If these requirements are fulfilled, all aspects 
of product’s visual appearance are capable of 
protection.

Design is defined in relation to the product and 
designs that are applied to multiple products can 

receive protection. The rationale for the protection 
of industrial design is to balance the competing 
interests of design owners and the needs of the 
public. A well-structured public policy therefore 
plays an important role in enhancing the design 
system. On one hand, it encourages creativity 
and innovations by providing design rights and 
protection over innovations to the design’s owners 
through spending resources and efforts. 
 
The system makes it possible for them to exploit 
the designs in the market and prevent others who 
do not have the prior consent from unauthorized 
manufacturing and selling of the design. In this way, 
they are able to regain whatever investment they 
have made in the process of creating the designs. 
On the other, the public is able to enjoy and access 
to newer products that are being regularly launched 
in the market. The designers of products take 
pride in satisfying the needs of the consumers in 
a product by constantly innovating and making 
creative changes in the product. 

Industrial Design Application No. –    BT/D/2012/08

Industrial Design No.                     -   D 000008

Name of Applicant and address     –  SABMiller India Ltd.,

                                                           Banglore 560022,                             

                                                           India

Country                                          -   India (IN)

Date of Registration                       -   August 27, 2012  
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National Registration system 

In Bhutan, industrial design’s right is based on 
“first-to-file” principle where industrial designs must 
be filed for registration at the earliest possible. 
Industrial designs should not be disclosed to public 
by any means prior to filing of your application. 
An industrial design registered in Bhutan is only 
protected in Bhutan. Protection in other countries 
can be obtained by filling application in each country 
separately. However, to protect your novelty and if 
you wish to protect in many countries, applications 
for registration will have to be filed within twelve 
months from the earliest date when it was first filed 
in any of the Paris Convention member countries. 

Bhutan is a member to Paris Convention for the 
Protection of Industrial Property since 2000. Only 
the owner of an industrial design may apply to 
register the industrial design, though an agent 
can be authorized to make application. Where an 
applicant’s ordinary residence or principal place 
of business is outside Bhutan, the applicant must 
appoint a Registered Agent with the Intellectual 
Property Division. The total term of protection for 
industrial design is 15 years and it is subject to two 
times renewable, first one on 5th year and the other 
on 10th year.

How to file Industrial design 
applications?

Filing an application to register an industrial 

design requires:  

 ➢ A completed application form (Form - ID1) 

in English;

 ➢ One copy of representation of the article 

to which the design is applied (drawings or 

photograph);

 ➢ A statement of novelty in respect of the 

industrial designs to which the design is 

applied; and

 ➢ Payment, in full, of the appropriate filing fee.

Examination

Once the application is filed, it’s examined against 
the requirements of Act and Rules in two stages—
the Formality Examination and Substantive 
Examination. Data capture and entry are done 
in the Industrial Property Automation System. 
However, processing of the applications are still 
manually carried out. The Substantive Examination 
is carried out with expert advises from WIPO as 
well as through in-house analysis by searching free 
online databases (WIPO Hague Express Database, 
USPTO, Google Patents, ESPACENET.

Publication, Renewal and 
Post-Registration Related 
Services

All applications are published in the Design 
Bulletin after the registration process is complete. 
The aim of the publication of Design Bulletin is to 
disseminate information on industrial designs and 
to invite invalidation of industrial designs from 
interested third party. The Bulletins are published 
in the ministry website and shared to IP agents 
through emails.
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National Industrial Design 
Statistics

The Industrial Designs registry had received 31 
applications so far and generated revenue of 
around Nu.50,000. Nonetheless, we are optimistic 
of Industrial Designs future with rise in industrial 
design products that are traded in the market. 
Further, there is a steady increase in the number 
of the industrial design-based industries, such 
as handicraft, furniture, textile and garment, and 
electronic products, which gear towards the realizing 
the importance of industrial design protection. 
Therefore, through awareness and education, such 
businesses and enterprises can be encouraged to 
register and protect their industrial designs.

Industrial Design 
Applications by country

Figure 1 represents the nationalities of applicants 
who have filed industrial design applications in 
Bhutan. Those countries who are member of the 
Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property, 1883 have filed the applications in 
Bhutan. At present, Bhutan has only national route 
of filing industrial design applications in Bhutan, 
which means all applications must be filed using 
the locally registered Intellectual Property Agents. 
The industrial designs registry has received 
applications from four countries including Bhutan, 
and among them India has highest applicants with 
sixteen applications filed so far. This is closely 

Figure 1: Applications by country
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followed by our own nationals who have filed nine 
applications. The other applications have been filed 
from neighboring countries of Thailand with four 
applications and China with one application. 

Industrial Design 
Applications by 
Classifications

Industrial designs can be registered for variety of 
products from handicraft to textile, consumable 
products, furniture, automobile, kitchenware, and 
many other areas. All industrial design applications 
for registration are classified according some classes 
to enable the Registry for easy administration and 
management of applications. As per Section 44 of 
the Industrial Property Act, 2001, Bhutan follows the 
Locarno Classification of Industrial Designs, 1986 
to classify the Industrial Designs. 

There are twelve classes of industrial designs 
used for registration in Bhutan. So far, the 
industrial design class ‘Bottles and other means 
of containers’ has been recorded as the highest 
number of registered industrial design applications 
totaling up to seven. Likewise, ‘Motor Cars, Buses, 
Lorries’ being recorded in the second highest with 
six applications. The rest of classes such as:

 ➢ Agricultural Machinery;

 ➢ Building Materials;

 ➢ Textile Fabrics;

 ➢ Tents and Accessories;

 ➢ Medals and Badges;

 ➢ Packages & containers;

 ➢ Recording equipment;

 ➢ Furnishing; Beds and seats; and 

 ➢ Parts of vehicles. 

Figure 2: Different classes of Industrial Designs filed in Bhutan 
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Trend in Industrial Designs 
applications received over the 
past 11 years

Since the inception of industrial designs registry in 
2009, the number of applications received over the 
years have been fluctuating with few years receiving 
more applications and less in other years. However, 
there was a sharp rise in number of applications 
in the year 2019 with eleven applications. The 
industrial designs registry has not received any 
application in the year 2010 and 2018.

Figure 3. Trend of Industrial Designs applications received over the years
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PATENT REGISTRY

Introduction

A patent is the title granted by the competent 
authority for the protection of an invention for 

a certain period of time in the particular jurisdiction. 
Usually the patent is awarded by the national patent 
office after filed by the interested applicant for the 
particular invention. The invention can be in any 
field of technology which particularly provide the 
solution to the existing system, making it faster, 
reliable, cheaper and any other ease of achieving 
specific activities.  

Patent Classification

As per the World Intellectual Property 

Organization (WIPO) the field of technology is 

classified into eight broad sections as follows. 

 ➢ Human Necessities 

 ➢ Performing Operations; Transporting 

 ➢ Chemistry; Metallurgy 

 ➢ Textiles; Paper

 ➢ Fixed Constructions 

 ➢ Mechanical Engineering; Lighting; Heating; 

Weapons; Blasting 

 ➢ Physics 

 ➢ Electricity

Each section is subdivided into classes, subclasses 
and groups (main groups and subgroups). This 
hierarchical classification system is maintained as 
per the International Patent Classification System, 
WIPO. 

 Patent Protection

Since IP protection is territorial in nature, the 
interested applicant seeking for protection of an 
invention should file in the respective countries 
where the protection is extended in that particular 
jurisdiction. As Bhutan is a member of the Paris 
Convention1  on the protection of Intellectual 
Property, it mandates the member countries/
contracting parties to provide a minimum protection 
of 20 years, the Industrial Property Act of Kingdom 
of Bhutan 2001 provides 20 years of protection for 
patent right holders. 

The term of patent protection for 20 years clicks 
from the day the office provides Filling Date for a 
patent application. The Filing Date is provided as 
the application satisfies the minimum requirements2  
for filing the patent as it needs to be understood that 
all inventions cannot be a patent but all patents are 
invention. 

Patent Examination

To recognise an invention as the patent by 

the patent examiners following methods are 

involved to validate during the examination. 

 ➢ Novelty: An invention is considered novel 

if that the invention is not identical to the 

existing one globally. This means that the 

1.   Currently there are 177 contracting parties to it
2. Patent specification such as title, background,                                                                                                                                      
    description, claims and abstract of the invention are                                                                                                                                              
   checked besides the applicant need to submit the                                                                                                                                              
      receipt of patent filling fee payment
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invention should not have been produced till 

date of filing an application. 

 ➢ Inventive Step: Since the determination of 

an inventive step is technical, in simple it 

is defined as the invention should not be 

obvious to a person having ordinary skills in 

that field. 

 ➢ Industrial Applicable: An invention must 

be able to produce on a large scale for the 

benefit of the society. 

 ➢ However, the patent examiner will be using 

the claim part of the patent application to 

examine its novelty, inventive steps and 

industrial applicability. 

Patent Applicant Rights

Once the patent right is granted, the patent right 
holder – applicant enjoys certain exclusive right. 
Any third parties interested in that invention and 
protected by the law of that jurisdictions need to 
seek the permission of the right holder. With the 
patent the right holder has the right to exclude 
others from making, using or selling the invention 
and even importing that particular invention.  The 
right to patent may be transferred, assigned or 
licensed to any other person. 

In fact, when filing a patent application, the right 
shall belong to the inventor and the inventor 
name is inevitably required during filing a patent 
application. However, if the applicant is not the 
inventor a statement justifying the applicant's right 
to the patent is required. If two or more inventors 
are involved in filing a patent, the right shall belong 
to them jointly. 

Public Domain

After 20 years of protection, the patent application 
will be in a public domain where anyone can 
freely use it without requiring the right holders’ 
authorization. It is said that till date there are around 
110 million patent applications globally in which 
around 20 percent of it are active, the rest are in the 
public domain. 

Patent Statistics

Till the month of April 2020, the Patent Registry 
had received a total of 69 applications, of which 
18 are Bhutanese applications and 51 applications 
of international filings. Comparing to a total of 52 
applications filed in 2018-19 there is an increase of 
patent filed by 32 percent in 2019-2020. In 2018-
19 till April a total of 14 applications were received 
of which 13 applications are international filing and 
one Bhutanese. The details of application received 
is presented in figure 1. 

Based on the number of patents filed in Bhutan by 
a country, a total of 14 countries has applied for it, 
the United Arab Emirates being the new member. 
Among the applicant, India leads by the total 
number of 24 applications followed by the national 
application - Bhutan of 18 applications, Norway 9, 
Netherland 4, USA 3, Canada and Austrian 2 each, 
and the rest with one application. The details of the 
application filed by a country is depicted in figure 2.
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Austrian, 2

Belgian, 1

Bhutanese , 18

Brazilian, 1

Canada, 2

Indian, 24

Japan, 1

Malaysian , 1

Netherland, 4

Norway, 9

Swiss & Bhutanese , 1

Thailand, 1

USA, 3 UAE, 1

Patent filed in Bhutan by a Country  

Figure 1. Number of Patent Applications

Figure 2. Patents filed in Bhutan by Countries
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TRADEMARK REGISTRY

Background

The Trademark Registry was established in 
1997 to register and provide protection to 

Trademarks. Initially, the Registry accepted the 
Trademark applications only through the  National 
System (NS). Under the NS, the Bhutanese 
applicants have the options to file their applications 
either by themselves or through registered IP 
agents. However, international applicants are 
required to file their Trademark applications through 
IP agents. 

In the year 2000, Bhutan joined the WIPO’s 
administered treaties on the Madrid System, 
namely:

 ➢ Madrid Agreement Concerning the 

International Registration of Marks; and

 ➢ Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement 

Concerning the International Registration of 

Marks. 

Over the last nineteen years of membership to 
the Madrid System, the number of Trademark 
applications filed through the Madrid System has 
significantly increased in comparison to the NS. 
The Madrid System is a convenient and cost-
effective solution for registering and managing 
the trademarks worldwide. For the international 
filings, unlike the NS, the Madrid System (MS) has 
several advantages for the owner of the mark. After 
registering the mark, or filing an application for 
registration with the Office of origin, the applicant 
has to file only one application, in one language, and 
pay one fee instead of requiring to file individually 

in all the designated trademark Offices in different 
languages and paying separate fees as done 
through NS. 

Almost 99% of the Trademark applications filed are 
from the international applicants and the share of 
Bhutanese applications is very low. The low turnout 
of the Bhutanese applications is attributed to the 
nascent stage of IP situation in Bhutan. There 
also has not been a single Bhutanese application 
being filed for international registration through the 
Madrid System. Nevertheless, with the various IP 
awareness and information sharing programs being 
regularly conducted by the DoIP, there is a gradual 
increase in the Trademark enquiries and Trademark 
filings, over recent years.

What is a Trademark?

A Trademark is a sign capable of distinguishing 
the goods or services produced or provided by 
one enterprise from those of other enterprises. 
Any distinctive words, letters, numerals, drawings, 
pictures, colours, logos or combinations may be 
considered a trademark. An increasing number 
of countries also allow for the registration of less 
traditional forms of trademarks such as three-
dimensional shapes, sounds and olfactory (smells) 
signs. Trademarks help the consumer to; identify the 
origin of the products, distinguish between products 
from different manufacturers, act as an indication 
of quality. Furthermore, it enables businesses to 
differentiate their products, encourages to invest in 
maintaining and improving product quality, obtains 
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revenue through licensing (e.g., franchising or 
assignment), and use as collateral for obtaining 
finance, among others.

Mandates

Broadly, the Trademark Registry undertakes the 

following mandates:

 ➢ process the registration of marks  in line with 

the Industrial Property Act of the Kingdom 

of Bhutan and other international standards; 

 ➢ provide advisory services to the applicants;

 ➢ create awareness on Trademark and 

Branding; 

 ➢ study relevant international treaties and 

conventions for accession to safeguard 

Bhutanese trademarks abroad; 

 ➢ co-ordinate WIPO’s programs on Trademark 

and Branding; and   

 ➢ review and update legislations. 

Registration Services

Trademark registration adds great value to a 
business. By filing for registration, the trademark 
owner obtains a right to ownership and the right to 
prevent others from using a similar mark without the 
applicant’s permission. This assists the applicants 
to better protect their market share by barring others 
from copying. The registered trademark owner can 
rely on the registration as proof of his right to the 
mark and sue for infringement. 

As per the Industrial Property Act of the Kingdom 

of Bhutan, amongst others, a mark has to be 

distinctive and cannot be registered if it is:

 ➢ incapable of distinguishing the goods or 

services of one enterprise from those of 

other enterprises (Descriptive and Generic 

marks);

 ➢ contrary to public order or morality;

 ➢ deceptive mark that is likely to mislead 

the public as regards to nature, quality or 

geographical origin of the goods or services;

 ➢ identical with or is an imitation of an 

armorial bearing, flag, other emblems, a 

name, abbreviation, official sign or hallmark 

adopted by the State or intergovernmental 

organizations;

 ➢ marks that are identical/similar to Well 

Known marks; and 

 ➢ marks that are identical to earlier registered 

marks.

The Trademark applications can be filed by duly 
filling-up the application form TM Form 7. 

Generally, the application form requires the applicant 
to furnish the name and address of the applicant, 
clear representation of the mark, list of goods and 
services sought for registration and required fees. 
The list of goods and services have to be reflected 
as prescribed by the NICE Classification System. 
NICE Classification is an international classification 
of goods and services applied for registration of 
the marks. Subsequently, the applications are 
processed for formality examination, followed by a 
substantive examination, which is again followed 
by a publication for the opposition and then finally 
registration. The registration upon receiving the duly 
completed application form is processed through 
an on-line system called IPAS (Industrial Property 
Administration System). 
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Trademark Registration Process
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Article 6TER

Article 6ter of the Paris Convention for the protection 
of Industrial Property was introduced into the Paris 
Convention by the Revision Conference of the 
Hague in 1925.

The purpose of Article 6ter is to protect armorial 
bearings, flags and other State emblems of the 
States party to the Paris Convention as well as 
official signs and hallmarks indicating control 
and warranty adopted by them. This protection 
was extended to armorial bearings, flags, other 
emblems, abbreviations and names of international 
intergovernmental organizations by the Revision 
Conference of Lisbon in 1958.

Estimated Processing Time for 
Registration

The length of processing time depends on whether 
the application is procedurally in order and whether 
the mark faces objections. In the absence of any 
such objections, the registration is processed within 
6 to 7 months after the submission of the application. 

Term of Protection

The registration of a trademark is valid for 10 years 
from the date of application. Protection can last 
indefinitely subject to payment of renewal fees 
every 10 years and with proper use of the mark.

Bibliographic Information:

6ter Number:           BT1

State:                 Bhutan

Address:                 Intellectual Property,

                               Department Ministry of Economic Affairs, 

                               Royal Government of Bhutan

                               Thimphu, Bhutan

6ter Category:         State emblem

Publication Date:     30.09.2011

Vienna Classification: 09.07.01, 29.01.15

Bibliographic Information:

6ter Number:   BT3

State:                  Bhutan

Address:                  Intellectual Property Department 

                               Ministry of Economic Affairs 

                               Royal Government of Bhutan

                               Thimphu, Bhutan

6ter Category: Flag

Publication Date: 30.09.2011

Vienna Classification: 04.03.03, 24.07.01, 25.05.03, 29.01.01, 29.01.02
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Bibliographic Information:

6ter Number:    BT2

State:                    Bhutan

Address:                    Intellectual Property Department 

                                   Ministry of Economic Affairs 

                                  Royal Government of Bhutan

                                  Thimphu, Bhutan

6ter Category:    Armorial bearings

Publication Date:    30.09.2011

Vienna Classification: 26.01.03, 26.01.15, 26.01.16, 29.01.15, 04.03.03, 

26.01.01

Bhutan being the member to the Paris Convention 
has communicated the following signs/emblems for 
protection under the Article 6ter:

FIGURE 1: Record of Trademarks filed and registered from 1997 to 2019

Statistical Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the number of Trademark 
applications filed and registered through the NS and 
MS. As of 2019, a total of 19,468 applications have 
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been filed and out of which, 281 are Bhutanese 
applications. A total of 14,706 applications have been 
registered including 144 Bhutanese applications. 
The other applications are at the various stages of 
registration procedure viz. formality examination, 
substantive examination, withdrawal, refusal, 
publication period, etc. The Trademark application 

Sl. No. Country No. of Trademarks filed
1 Switzerland 5,918
2 United States of America 2,801
3 China 2,311
4 India 1,437
5 Germany 1,120
6 Japan 696
7 Italy 571
8 France 521
9 United Kingdom 479
10 Luxembourg 348

Sl. No. Class Numbers

1

Class 45 – legal services; security services for the physical 
protection of tangible property and individuals; personal 
and social services rendered by others to meet the needs 
of individuals

6,652

2
Class 9 – apparatus and instruments for scientific or 
research purposes, audiovisual and information technology 
equipment as well as safety and life-saving equipment

2,576

3

Class 5 - pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings 
and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for 
stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

1,671

4 Class 35 - advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions. 1,466

Table 1: TOP TEN INTERNATIONAL-FILERS OF TRADEMARK APPLICATIONS TO BHUTAN

Table 2: TOP TEN TRADEMARK CLASSES FILED 

filings through the NS are high during the initial years 
of the launching of the registration system. With the 
accession to the Madrid System in 2000, the filings 
through the NS has reduced and complemented by 
the Madrid System. Over the years, there has been 
a steady increase in the filings through the Madrid 
System.
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First International 
Trademark filed in Bhutan

The Trademark “Cartier” was filed on April 30, 1997 
by the Cartier International AG, Switzerland for 
NICE class 3,6,9,14,16,18,33 & 34.

First Bhutanese Trademark 
filed 

The first Bhutanese Trademark “Pema Brands” 
was filed by Mr. Yeshey Dorji, Wangpoh Intersales, 
Thimphu on July 20, 1997 for NICE class 30. 

5

Class 3 - non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; 
non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; 
bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 
use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.

1,292

6
Class 42 - scientific laboratory services, engineering, 
computer programming, architectural services or interior 
design.

1,228

7 Class 25 - clothing, footwear, headwear. 1,183

8

Class 30 - coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta 
and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made 
from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; chocolate; 
ice cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, 
treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, seasonings, spices, 
preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice 
[frozen water].

1,154

9 Class 41 - education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities. 1,080

10

Class 16 - paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, 
except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers’ 
type, printing blocks.

1,061
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SOME OF THE REGISTERED BHUTANESE TRADEMARKS
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SOME OF THE REGISTERED INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARKS
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Figure 2: Record of revenue generation through Trademark registration as of 2019

Record of the Revenue Generation Through Trademark 
Registration

The total revenue generated from registration 
of trademarks amounts to Ngultrum including 
CHF (Swiss Franc) 1.985 million as of 2019. The 
Trademark Registration system is the major 
revenue generator for the DoIP. The Trademark 
Registry earns Swiss Franc from the international 

Trademark applications that are designated to 
Bhutan for registration through the Madrid System. 
The amount generated in terms of Swiss Franc is 
directly deposited to the Royal Monetary Authority 
of Bhutan. 
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COPYRIGHT

Background

The Copyright Division under the Department of 
Intellectual Property (DoIP) oversees following 

matters relating to copyright and related rights 
in line with the Copyright Act of the Kingdom of 
Bhutan, 2001 (hereafter referred to as Copyright 
Act), among others; 

 ➢ Review and amend the Copyright Act in line 

with the international standards

 ➢ Draft Rules and Regulations on Copyright 

and Related Rights.

 ➢ Review and study international treaties and 

conventions for accession. 

 ➢ Facilitate in promotion and protections of 

works in the literary and artistic domain. 

 ➢ Create awareness  by designing , 

collaborating  and carrying out awareness 

and training programs to promote knowledge 

and understanding of copyright and related 

rights. 

 ➢ Facilitate Voluntary registration/deposit 

of copyright and related rights works and 

maintain an up-to date database. 

 ➢ Maintain inventory on copyright and related 

rights works. 

 ➢ initiate in establishing the Collective 

Management Organizations (CMOs) for 

facilitating administration and management 

of copyright and related rights through 

establishment of 

 ➢ Facilitate the commercializing of the 

copyright and related works. 

 ➢ form networks with the enforcement 

agencies for enforcement of the copyright 

and related rights. 

 ➢ Study the need for the policy on the 

copyright.

 ➢ Provide advisory services to right-holders. 

The Voluntary Deposit and 
Registration System (VDRS)

Copyright protection does not require any 
formalities or registration procedures unlike the 
other Intellectual Properties. In principle, copyright 
protection automatically subsists from the moment 
of the creation of a work. Nonetheless, there are 
many countries in the world who have established 
copyright registration systems mainly to assist 
the authors/owners and also for other informatory 
purposes. 

Likewise, in our context, the Voluntary Deposit 
and Registration System (VDRS) for Copyright 
and Related Rights was established in line with 
the executive order issued on 31st March 2008 
with the objective to provide copyright and related 
rights owners with a simple and effective means of 
establishing prima facie proof of authorship and/
or ownership through the system. Accordingly, 
the Department initiated work towards putting in 
place a voluntary recordal and registration system 
for creators and owners of copyright. The VDRS 
was formally set up in the year 2012. The main 
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objective of establishing the system was to facilitate 
the Copyright authors/owners to establish a prima-
facie evidence over their works which would assist 
them in times of litigation. The VDRS for copyright 
works assists the owners to establish a simple and 
effective means to clearly establish authorship and 
to foster a greater degree of respect for the moral 
and economic rights of the owners. 

With the institution of the VDRS system, various 
copyright works such as books, audios, movie 
scripts etc, have been registered with the office. 
The system came as a boon to the confidence of 
the right holders and has benefited them through 
the commercialization of  their works. 

In spite of the fact that the registration of work is on 
a voluntary basis, the number of applications have 
gradually increased over the years. The registration 
of the copyright works is expected to further 
increase as people are becoming more aware of 

the importance of registering their works and its 
benefits through the rigorous awareness programs 
carried out by the office. As of now, there are 184 
works registered under various categories of works.

The Division registered 21 works when the VDRS 
was first launched in 2012. At 100 works, the 
Division received the highest number of works for 
registration in the year 2015. It is noted that since 
the registration system is on a voluntary basis, 
registration solely depends on the interest and 
awareness of the owners. As a result, the number 
of applications varies each year.
Copyright protection extends to original expressions 
which includes literary works, artistic works, 
dramatic works, audio-visual, derivative works and 
musical works.
 
The pie chart (Figure 2) illustrates the registration of 
works under different categories. The Division has 
received the highest number of applications in the 

Figure 1: Statistical illustration of the registered works   
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Figure 2: Categories of works received for registration:

Figure 3: Revenue generation from Copyright Registration
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field of literary works like books, articles, proposals 
and other writings. A good number of other works 
like songs, movie scripts, movies, drawings and art 
works are also registered under dramatic, musical 
and artistic works. The office is yet to receive 
applications filed for derivative works.

Figure 3 illustrates the revenue generated by 
the Copyright Division through VDRS. From the 
inception of the office till April 2020, the Division has 
generated a total of Nu.37,800 through collection 
of registration fees. The maximum amount of fees 
of Nu. 19,800 was collected by the Division in the 
year 2015 as compared to the lowest collection 
amounting to Nu. 900 in 2019. The income figure 
of Nu.1000 for 2020 covers the months from Jan - 
April.

Collective Management 
Organization

One important task that has been under serious 
consideration is the establishment of a Collective 
Management Organization (CMO) in the country. In 
the past, two round of feasibility studies was carried 
out by WIPO Expert Advisory Missions in the 
year 2002 and 2006. However, as per the studies, 
financial constraint, marketplace and size of the 

Copyright Industries were insignificant in order to 
establish a CMO.

In recent years there has been a remarkable growth 
in the copyright sector, especially the entertainment 
sector has seen rapid advancement. With a sizable 
market and continuously growing creative sector, 
right holders and associations have been strongly 
calling for a CMO. The people from the music 
industry have raised the need to establish the first 
music CMO in order to facilitate stronger protection 
and promotion of the music industry. However, 
without a clear legal framework to establish and 
operate a CMO, the consideration to establish a 
CMO would be challenging until the new copyright 
act is adopted. A separate chapter stipulating the 
provisions for the establishment and operation of 
CMO has been proposed in the new copyright bill. 
The provisions on CMO would ensure the smooth 
establishment and functioning of the CMOs. 

In short, the whole purpose of a CMO is to administer 
the rights of the individual copyright owners/authors 
in collecting remuneration for use of their copyright 
works and to serve as a single point of access of 
copyright works for the users. The royalties collected 
by the CMO from the users is then distributed to the 
copyright owners/authors which eases the burden 
on both the copyright owners as well as the users.



PUBLIC OUTREACH UNIT
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The Intellectual Property (IP) plays a very 
crucial role in fostering innovation, creativity 

and building trust and confidence in consumers. 
In absence of IP, consumers will not be protected 
and inventors would not benefit from their invention, 
research and development would be discouraged. 
Similarly, artists would not be fully compensated 
for their creations and cultural vitality would suffer 
as a result. New ideas, inventions and creations 
are therefore deemed worth protecting both 
domestically and abroad.

In view of promoting general understandings and 
stimulating creativity and inventiveness, the unit in 
collaboration with the registries conduct two types 
of advocacies;

 ➢ General Awareness programs 
 ➢ Specialized awareness programs.  

General awareness programs are targeted to the 
general consumers, entrepreneurs, and education 
institutes. Specialized awareness programs are 
usually targeted to the participants of targeted 
groups like Technical Colleges like College of 
Science and Technology, JNP, Training Institutes 
(TTI), enforcement agencies, Associations, 
any other relevant groups. Such awareness 
programs are intended to encourage registration, 
promotion and utilization of IP for socio-economic, 
technological and cultural development.

Apart from the awareness programs, the unit also 
offers a special financial incentive by conferring 

the Nation Trademark Award competition annually. 
The award directly implements one of the policy 
strategies enshrined in the National Intellectual 
Property Policy 2018 “Incentives to Encourage 
Innovation and Creativity.”

Objectives: 

The Outreach Unit was instituted with the 

following objectives:
 ➢ promoting the general awareness on 

Intellectual Property (IP) subjects 
 ➢ encourage the creation and use of IP 

assets.
 ➢ Promote respect for IP

In other words, IP outreach campaign is not just 
limited to educating the general public but also 
aimed to influencing the behavior of general public 
to create IP, encourage registration and utilization 
of IP and promoting respect for IP and discourage 
piracy/counterfeiting.

Mandates of Public Outreach 
Unit

In order to achieve the goal of creating wider 

awareness and promoting registration and 

utilization of IP, the Outreach Unit endeavors to 

achieve the following mandates:
 ➢ Co-ordinate and conduct awareness 

workshops and trainings at varied levels 
for focused groups on IP in collaboration 
with the registries

PUBLIC OUTREACH UNIT
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 ➢ Participate in consultations/committee 
meetings/workshops/other meetings

 ➢ Develop materials on IP awareness 
(TV spots, brochures, pamphlets, 
advertisements posters etc.)

 ➢ Develop annual report for the Department
 ➢ Review and suggest amendments to 

the existing work manuals and office 
procedures

 ➢ Explore the potential home-grown 
inventions and co-ordinate with VTIs 
(Technical Institutes) and other agencies 
in improving them in collaboration with the 
concerned registries

 ➢ Look into the possibility of registering 
the improved version of home-grown 
inventions under the Utility Model/Patent

Current IP Promotional 
Materials

As a part of awareness program and to increase 
the general understanding and use of IP, the DoIP 
published its first Annual Magazine since the fiscal 
year 2017-2018. Publication of annual magazine as 
an annual event. (add 2019 magazine) 

The Magazines provides basic information on 
different topics of IP, statistics and some case 
examples. It also contains some of the programs 
and activities executed by the Department in the 
fiscal year 2017-2018 and 2018-2019. Through this 
we aspire to increase information dissemination, 
strengthen the use of IP, and promote and 

encourage creativity and innovation for social, 
cultural, technological growth and economic 
development of the country.

Apart from the Magazine, the Department has also 
developed its website (www.ipbhutan.gov.bt) in 
order to provide the basic information on Department 
and the IP subjects to the general public.        The 
pamphlets and video spots containing a brief 
information on Trademark, Industrial Design, Patent 
and Copyright are also available with the office. 
These video spots are screened and brochures 
are distributed to the participants during the IP 
workshops for further clarity.

IP Theme song:  The song was composed by Mr. 
Tashi Dendup and was launched on 26th April 
2019 to promote the understanding on IP and its 
importance. The song can be downloaded from the 
Department’s website www.ipbhutan.gov.bt 

Following are some of the official documents 

and publications relating to IP and are readily 

available at www.ipbhutan.gov.bt:
 ➢ The Industrial Property Act of the 

Kingdom of Bhutan, 2001
 ➢ The Copyright Act of the Kingdom of 

Bhutan, 2001
 ➢ The Industrial Property Rules, 2001
 ➢ The National Intellectual Property Policy, 

2018
 ➢ Annual Magazine
 ➢ FAQs
 ➢ Short video clips on IPRs
 ➢ IP Theme Song and Musical Video 2020

http://www.ipbhutan.gov.bt
http://www.ipbhutan.gov.bt
http://www.ipbhutan.gov.bt
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Brochures on IP Video on Patent

Annual Magazines

Video on Design Video on Trademark



LEGAL UNIT
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The Legal Unit is a part of the Department of 
Intellectual Property which function under 

the supervision of the Director General of the 
Department. The Unit provides legal services to 
the Department line with the National Intellectual 
Property Policy and two IP laws: The Copyright 
Act and the Industrial Property Act of Bhutan. The 
Unit work closely with both the Industrial Property 
Division and Copyright Division of the Department 
in drafting and revision of IP legislations, 
treaty accession procedures, adjudication of 
opposition cases, MoU approval procedures, legal 
interpretation of laws and in providing legal advice. 
Among others, following are the activities carried 
out by the Unit.

Adjudication of international 
and national trademark 
Opposition cases

The trademark opposition process is a quasi-
judicial adjudication process to resolve the 
trademark opposition cases filed by the national and 
international applicant. The decision of the case can 
be appealed to the high court. It is processed as per 
the prescribed procedures and timeline provided in 
the Industrial Property Act of Bhutan 2001 as well as 
international instrument called Madrid Agreement 
and Protocol for the Registration of trademark. The 
average time taken is 2-5 months.  

Opposition procedure

Publication in Trademark Journal à Notice of 
Opposition à Counter-statement à Evidence à 
Hearing à Decision à Appeal

IP legislation 

The National Intellectual Property Policy mandates 
the conduct of constant gap analysis of the existing 
IP laws and develop/amend these laws to meet 
the development needs of the country, taking into 
account the national and international imperatives 
and public interest flexibilities. Currently the Unit 
is spearheading the revision of two IP laws which 
were enacted in 2001. 

Accession to international 
instruments

The National Intellectual Property Policy requires 
a strategic participation in the International IP 
System. There are currently 26 multilateral treaties 
relating to intellectual property and the National IP 
Policy mandates the Department to join the relevant 
ones. The Unit in collaboration with the Divisions 
undertake legal assessment regarding the benefits 
and costs of relevant IP instruments in line with the 
rules of procedure for treaty making and submit the 
assessment to the government for the approval.

Legal advice to IP issues

The Unit provides written and verbal legal advices 
to the parties who report issues relating to different 
IP to the Department. Some of the common 
issues reported are conflict between same/similar 
trademark and tradename and issues relating to 
unauthorized reproduction/sale of goods/items 
with royal kupars. The objective of such advice is 
to provide an opportunity for the parties to make 

LEGAL UNIT
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informed decisions and settle the matter amicably 
without having to resort to the court proceeding to 
settle the matter. 

Legal views in examination of 
trademark

The Legal Unit collaborates with the Trademark 
Registry to help examine certain complicated 
national and international trademarks that requires 
legal and technical perspectives. The legal and 
technical perspective requires a careful and 

consistent consideration are essential for shaping 
the trademark law jurisprudence. 

IP Awareness

The Unit joins with the Divisions of the Department 
to conduct awareness on IP laws and IP subject 
matters to public, IP agents and relevant 
stakeholders. IP awareness program conducted on 
regular basis at our initiative as well as based on the 
need/request of the stakeholders.

...The National Intellectual Property Policy 

requires a strategic participation in the 

International IP System. There are currently 

26 multilateral treaties relating to intellectual 

property and the National IP Policy mandates 

the Department to join the relevant ones...





ENGAGEMENTS    
WITH 

STAKEHOLDERS
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59TH WIPO GENERAL ASSEMBLY, GENEVA

The Fifty-Ninth Series of meetings of the Assemblies of the Member States of the 
World Intellectual Property Organisations (WIPO), began at the headquarter of WIPO 
in Geneva from September 30,2019.

The Director General of the Department of Intellectual Property, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs who is attending the Assemblies will also hold bilateral consultations with the 
officials of the WIPO and other Heads of IP Offices to discuss matters of mutual interest 
and cooperation.
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AWARENESS WORKSHOP ON COPYRIGHT AND RELATED RIGHTS

The Department of Intellectual Property, MoEA conducted a one-day awareness 
workshop on Copyright and Related Rights on 27th January, 2020 at City Hotel 
Thimphu. The main objective of the workshop was to sensitize the creators and users 
of copyright works on pertinent topics such as the basic concepts of copyright & related 
rights, enforcement of rights and management of copyright works. 

The workshop was also aimed to provide an opportunity to engage the relevant 
stakeholders to discuss issues and challenges concerning the current copyright system 
and propose measure to address any redundancies and deficiencies in the system.
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AWARENESS WORKSHOP ON IP FOR THE TRADERS AND DESIGNERS 
OF HANDICRAFT & TEXTILE SECTORS

The Department of Intellectual Property (DoIP) in collaboration with the Agency for 
Promotion of Indigenous Crafts (APIC) conducted one-day workshop on Intellectual 
Property for the traders and designers of handicraft and textile sectors on December 
24, 2019 in Thimphu. The participants were beneficiaries of EU-Bhutan Trade 
Support project led by the APIC in collaboration with the International Trade Center. 
The objective of the workshop was to sensitize the participants on the importance of 
Intellectual Property and its registration system.
The following topics were covered during the workshop:

 ➢ Overview of the Intellectual Property System

 ➢ Trademark and its registration process

 ➢ Industrial Design and its registration process

 ➢ Importance of Industrial Design

 ➢ Patent and its registration process

 ➢ Copyright and its registration process

 ➢ Introduction to Branding/Brand

A total of 25 participants attended the workshop. The copies of DoIP’s Annual Magazine 
2019 were also distributed to the participants.
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AWARENESS WORKSHOP ON PATENT SEARCH

31st October 2019 – A two days Awareness Workshop on Intellectual Property System 
and Patent Database Search Training for Samdrup Jongkhar (S/J) School Teachers, 
Thromde, Gewog and S/J Initiatives were conducted from October 30-31, 2019. The 
Awareness Programme was jointly organized by the Centre for Appropriate Technology 
(CAT), Jigme Namgyel Engineering College (JNEC), Dewathang and Department of 
Intellectual Property Department (DoIP), Thimphu.

The programme covered an introduction to IP right and its system, Geographical 
Indications (GI), Traditional Knowledge (TK), Traditional Culture Expressions (TCEs), 
NIPPs and other relevant IP components for more than 70 participants. JNEC is also 
one of the TISCs host institutions in the country. This awareness program is also in 
line with the Departmental Annual Performance Agreement to conduct an awareness 
program on IP to the relevant stakeholders and the mandates of the National IP Policy.
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CONSULTATION WORKSHOP ON COPYRIGHT AND TRADITIONAL 
CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS (TCES)

The Department of Intellectual Property (DoIP), MoEA organized a one-day consultation 
workshop on Copyright and Traditional Cultural Expressions (TCEs) on January 28, 
2020 at City Hotel Thimphu. The objectives of the consultation workshop were to raise 
awareness on Intellectual Property system in the country particularly emphasising on 
Copyright and Traditional Cultural Expression (TCEs); to examine current practices 
and experiences in Bhutan related to Copyright and protection of TCEs; and to engage 
different stakeholders and discuss the possible way forward for protection of TCEs. 
The workshop was attended by the representatives from relevant sectors such as; 
Department of Culture, Agency for Promotion of Indigenous Crafts, One Gewog One 
Product (OGOP), Royal Textile Academy, Thimphu Regional Trade and Industry Office 
and Office of Consumer Protection.
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LAUNCH OF IP THEME SONG MUSIC VIDEO

The Department of Intellectual Property (DoIP) in a muted yet formal ceremony in their 
office, launched the Intellectual Property theme song music video on 1 May, 2020. The 
theme song will now be used for all IP related functions as well as for the Department’s 
outreach and awareness programmes.

The music video highlights the importance of the role of the IP system for the social, 
cultural and economic growth and prosperity of the country and the critical role the 
creators, innovators and artists play not only in defining and affirming the cultural 
identity of the country but also in entertaining and thereby enhancing the well being 
and happiness of the society and country.

Mr Kinley Tenzin Wangchuk, Director General, DoIP acknowledged and thanked the 
staff of the Department and the local artists for their contribution in the music video and 
spoke about the gift and relevance of songs and music in lightening hearts and lifting 
up spirits in these dark and somber times. He referred to the appreciation success of 
the young British singer-song writer Dua Lipa recently achieved by releasing her latest 
album from her apartment without the brand backing of any major recording labels 
under lock-down conditions.

Music he said, has the ability to cheer us up under any circumstances irrespective of 
the wide and varying differences in our upbringing and cultures.
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NATIONAL SEMINAR ON COPYRIGHT AND RELATED RIGHTS

The Department of Intellectual Property (DoIP), 
Ministry of Economic Affairs in cooperation with the 
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is 
conducting a National Seminar on Copyrights and 
Related Rights from 25 to 26 July, 2019 in Thimphu.

The primary objective of the workshop is to 
internalize Bhutan’s current Copyright Framework 
by seeking clarity from the international experts to 
ensure coherence with the international norms and 
standards. The two days seminar seeks to delve 
into ascertaining some of the emergent legislative 
and enforcement challenges in national copyright 
system and explore measures in addressing these 
legal impediments to enable the national copyright 
system to meaningfully contribute to national 
developmental goals. In addition, the seminar will 
discourse on the significance and the role that 
copyright plays in fostering creative industries to 
contribute to socio-cultural development especially 
in developing countries. One of the most pertinent 

topics that will be deliberated during the seminar 
is on the importance of the International Treaties 
such as WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT), WIPO 
Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) 
for protecting Copyright and Performers and 
Producers of Phonograms respectively in the 
digital environment. Likewise, other treaties such 
as Beijing Treaty for protection of Audio-Visual 
Works and Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access 
to Published Works for Persons Who Are Blind, 
Visually Impaired or Otherwise Print Disabled will 
also be deliberated.

With facilitations by Copyright experts from the 
Copyright Development Division, WIPO, Japan 
Copyright Office (JCO), Agency for Cultural Affairs, 
Government of Japan, Affiliated Professor of 
International Copyright, University of Copenhagen, 
Denmark and National resource speakers, the 
seminar is being attended by 25 participants from 
public and private agencies involved in Copyright 
field.
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SUB-REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON NATIONAL COPYRIGHT 
FRAMEWORK OF SOUTH-ASIAN COUNTRIES

His Excellency Hon’ble Tengye Lyonpo Loknath Sharma graced the opening of the 
three-day workshop titled “Sub-Regional Workshop on Updating the National Copyright 
Framework of South-Asian Countries” in Paro, Bhutan. The workshop, which began 
today, will conclude on 24 July 2019. The Sub-Regional Workshop is being organized 
by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in cooperation with the 
Department of Intellectual Property with the assistance of the Japan Copyright Office 
(JCO), Agency for Cultural Affairs, Government of Japan. The Workshop is being 
attended by officials from the WIPO, resource speakers from Japan and Denmark, 
delegates from Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Besides, 
officials from government agencies, corporations and the Department of Intellectual 
Property are also taking part in the Workshop.
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TRAINING ON THE MADRID SYSTEM FOR INTERNATIONAL 
REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARKS

The Department of Intellectual 
Property in collaboration with 
the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) organized 
a three-day training on the 
Madrid System for International 
Registration of Marks for the 
officials (Trademark Examiners) of 
the Department from 03-05 March 
2020 in Thimphu. Bhutan became 
a member to the Madrid Agreement 
Concerning the International 
Registration of Marks and the 
Protocol Relating to the Madrid 
Agreement in 2000. This Madrid 
System is a convenient and cost-
effective solution for registering 
and managing trademarks 

internationally in its 122-member countries. Unlike 
the National Filing System, the Madrid System 
allows for filing a single application with payment of 
one set of fees to apply for trademark registration in 
multiple Madrid member countries.

Lately, with the continuous awareness created by the 
Department and also with the growth in the export-
oriented enterprises, the office has been receiving 
inquiries and interest from business firms and 
individuals for international filing of their trademarks 
for protection abroad using the Madrid System, 
considering its multiple benefits. And, with this recent 
interest shown by local businesses, the Department 
is in the process of enhancing its inhouse capacity 
to carry out the international registration procedure 
efficiently in line with the international system.
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The three-day training focused 
on the operational and procedural 
aspects involved in registering the 
Bhutanese Trademarks abroad, 
particularly in their existing and 
potential export markets. On the 
first day some interested local 
enterprises were also invited 
to provide an overview of the 
Madrid Filing System for better 
understanding by the potential 
beneficiaries.

As of 2019, a total of 14,132 nos. 
of foreign trademark applications 

have been received for protection in Bhutan through 
the Madrid System. And, by 2018, a total of Nu. 99.2 
million revenue has been generated which includes 
CHF (Swiss Franc) 1.84 million through collections 
from Madrid filing fees for the foreign trademarks 
filed in Bhutan. On an average, a revenue of more 
than Nu. 10 million is being generated annually by the 
Department through Madrid filing fees.

The training is jointly funded by the WIPO and Japan 
Funds in Trust for developing countries. Mr. Masatoshi 
Otsuka, Associate Officer, Madrid Information and 
Promotion Division and Mr. Yugan Sasaki, Dy. Director, 
IP Department, Japan External Trade Organization 
(JETRO) were the resource persons.

As of 2019, a total of 14,132 nos. of foreign trademark applications have been received 
for protection in Bhutan through the Madrid System. And, by 2018, a total of Nu. 99.2 
million revenue has been generated which includes CHF (Swiss Franc) 1.84 million 
through collections from Madrid filing fees for the foreign trademarks filed in Bhutan. 
On an average, a revenue of more than Nu. 10 million is being generated annually by 
the Department through Madrid filing fees.
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WORKSHOP FOR DHI OWNED COMPANIES

The Druk Holding Investment (DHI) in collaboration with 

Department of Intellectual Property conducted a two-

day workshop on Intellectual Property (IP) Right from 

November 14-15, 2019 in Paro. The main objective of the 

workshop is to create awareness for the IP focal officials 

of DHI Owned Companies and other relevant agencies, 

with the wider view of promoting innovation and creativity.

During the workshop, the following IP subject 

matters were covered:

 ➢ Patent and its Registration Process,

 ➢ Use of the Technology and Innovation 

Support Canters (TISCs), 

 ➢ Trademark, 

 ➢ Collective Mark and Certification Mark 

and its Registration Process,

 ➢ Geographical Indication,

 ➢ Protection of undisclosed information as 

Trade Secrets,

The copies of Department’s Annual Magazine, Brochures, 

Acts and Policies were distributed and TV Spots on 

different IP subjects were screened to the participants.

 ➢ Industrial Design and its Registration 

Process,

 ➢ The Enabling the Intellectual Property 

(IP) Environment (EIE) Brand and Design 

Project,

 ➢ Copyright and its Registration Process,

 ➢ Protection of computer programs including 

data and apps,

 ➢ Collective Management Organization for 

Audio-Visual Industries,

 ➢ Licensing and Franchising of IP Assets,

 ➢ Enforcement Provisions in the IP Acts and

 ➢ National IP Policy and Components.
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WORKSHOP ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, TRADEMARK AND 
TRADE NAME

The Department of Intellectual Property (DoIP) conducted 

a two-day workshop on Intellectual Property, Trademark 

and Trade Names for the Regional Trade & Industry 

Offices (RTIOs) and Economic Development Officers 

from January 9 to 10, 2020 in Phuntsholing.

In recent times, the Ministry of Economic Affairs has 

been encountering the cases of conflicts between the 

Trademarks registered with the DoIP and the Trade 

Names (business names) registered with the RTIOs. 

During the workshop, the DoIP and the RTIOs identified 

and discussed the legal and institutional factors leading 

to the increasing cases conflict between the Trademark 

and Trade name. Based on the discussion, the DoIP and 

the RTIOs agreed to work on the convergence of existing 

gaps in the relevant laws and institutional cooperation.

In April 2019, the DoIP launched the Bhutan Online IP 

Search (BOIPS) website wherein an individual can access 

to and search for any Trademarks filed and registered in 

Bhutan and take measures to avoid conflicts between 

the Trademarks and Trade Names.  Further, the need to 

sensitize RTIOs and EDOs on the operational aspects of 

the BOIPS and on the legal rights and difference between 

Trademark and Trade Name was identified during the 

Annual Trade and Industry Conference held in June 2019 

at Thimphu.

Hence, during the two-day workshop, DoIP sensitized the 

RTIO Officials and EDOs on the various subject matters 

of Intellectual Property, legal rights between Trademarks 

and Trade names and practical session on conducting 

Trademarks search in BOIPS website.
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WORKSHOP FOR HUB ON ENABLING INNOVATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
(EIE) TO STRENGTHEN THE BUSINESS COMPETITIVENESS

As part of Bhutan’s ongoing 5-year project on EIE to 
Strengthen the Business Competitiveness through 
Brands and Designs with the World Intellectual 
Property Organization (WIPO), a two-day workshop 
has been conducted by international branding 
experts for the members of the Branding Hubs 
at the UN House in Kawajangsa, Thimphu from 
November 20-21, 2019. 

The purpose of the workshop is to initiate with the 
first round of capacity building for the members of 
Hub, to enable them to provide advisory services on 
different aspects of branding to local stakeholders 
in Bhutan. 

The Hub is constituted by the officials from the 
Departments of Cottage and Small Industries and 
Intellectual Property.

The first day focused on trademarks and industrial 
designs, and the second day covered other aspects 
such as, key concepts of branding, how to come up 
with a brand, how to effectively use marketing and 
digital marketing, etc. 

The WIPO fielded two experts Mr. Julio Zenetti and 
Mr. Yu Hashim for the workshop and a National 
Conference on Brands and Designs for the 
stakeholders in Thimphu on November 22, 2019.



INSIGHTS
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The American columnist and author Pagan 
Kennedy in her article How to Cultivate the 

Art of Serendipity refers to three distinct types 
or categories of people. Some she calls “non 
encounterers”; they saw through a tight focus, a 
kind of chink hole, and they tended to stick to their 
to-do lists when searching for information rather 
than wondering off into the margins. Other people 
were “occasional encounterers,” who stumbled 
into moments of serendipity now and then. Most 
interesting were the “super-encounterers”, who 
reported that happy surprises popped up wherever 
they looked. The super-encounterers loved to spend 
an afternoon hunting through, say, a Victorian 
journal on cattle breeding, in part, because they 
counted on finding treasures in the oddest places. In 
fact, they were so addicted to prospecting that they 
would find information for friends and colleagues.

Now, if we were to stretch this analogy and paste it 
on countries for their skills in creativity, innovation 
and indeed, call it their gift for serendipity, the one 
such country that stands out most astonishingly 
is-Israel. Israel, a Middle Eastern country on the 
Mediterranean Sea with an area of 22, 070 km2, 

which ranks 152nd in the world in terms of sheer size 
and with a population of 8.884 million, which stands 
101st in the world population is ranked among the 
world’s top 10 most innovative countries by the 
annual Global Innovation Index (GII), 2019 compiled 
by the World Intellectual Property Organisation 
(WIPO), Cornell University and Institut Europeen 
d’Administration des Affaires (INSEAD). 

Switzerland is the world’s most innovative country 
for a second consecutive year while Israel made the 
top 10. Switzerland was followed by Sweden, the 
United States, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, 
Finland, Denmark, Singapore and Germany, with 
Israel rounding out the top 10. 

Israel has risen consistently in its ranking over the 
past several years. It was placed 11th in 2018, 17th 
in 2017, 21st in 2016 ad 22nd in 2015. It is also 
ranked 6th in the world by Start-Up Ecosystem 
Rankings in 2019 and recognized internationally as 
the start-up nation. It has produced more start-ups 
than Canada, India, Japan, Korea, and the United 
Kingdom combined. Outside of North America, the 
country has one of the largest number of companies 

IN PURSUIT OF INNOVATION

Kinley T Wangchuk
Director General
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on the NASDAQ and as a share of gross domestic 
product one of the highest level of venture capital 
in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD).

The GII is an annual ranking of countries by their 
capacity for, and success in, innovation and 
provides detailed metrics about the innovation 
performance of some 130 countries around the 
world. Its 80+ parameters explore a broad vision 
of innovation, including political environment, 
education, research, infrastructure, creativity and 
business sophistication.

Here are some of the top inventions from Israel: 

 ➢ Iron Dome-the flak jacket that protects an 
entire country. The only missile and rocket 
interceptor system of its kind, the Iron Dome 
was developed in 2007 and is considered to 
be one of the most important and influential 
Israeli inventions born out of necessity.

 ➢ Waze-a mobile satellite navigation 
application which has revolutionized 
driving. Waze is an Israeli application 
developed in 2006 for GPS road navigation 
which provides turn-by-turn navigation while 
simultaneously providing real-time user-
based information regarding the chosen 
route such as traffic and speed traps.

 ➢ Netafims drip irrigation-helping to grow food 
in a parched globe. Netafim was founded in 
1965 by farmers in the Negev desert who 
explored different solutions to growing crops 
in the desert soil. The company produces 
drippers, dripperlines, sprinklers and micro-
emitters.
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 ➢ USB stick-your computer on a key ring. 
Originally marketed as DiskOnChip, IBM 
eventually purchased the flash drives from 
M-Systems and the product later evolved 
into Flash Drive and DiskOnKey, and the

 ➢ Micro robotic system that aids surgery. The 
state of the art Israeli technology which 
specializes in minimally invasive surgeries 
for the abdominal cavity.

The story of Israels success in innovations is both 
phenomenal and inspiring because there you have 
a small country both in terms of geographic size 
and in terms of population, and with limited natural 

resources and yet, it has risen to fashion itself 
to become a nation of technical excellence and 
tenacity. 

The story of Israel is inspiring because they have 
tirelessly and deftly turned their constraints and 
challenges into opportunities and achievements 
through a combination of both policy and higher 
education goals geared towards developing the 
skills-base in the country and by nurturing the 
local innovative mindset and promoting venture 
investment platforms. 

“We have a longstanding tradition of turning curses into blessings. 

We don’t have huge natural resources, so we have worked hard to 

develop our skills-base in the country. I don’t want to over-play the 

Jewish rhetoric, but there is a certain mentality that leans towards risk 

acceptance here…and people develop that from a young age. In my 

view, great achievements (in life-in technology) are made by taking 

lots of risks, but in a calculated way with a diversified approach to 

everything.”

 

                  -Jon Medved, CEO of OurCrowd, a Jerusalem-based global 

venture investment platform organization.
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I joined the Intellectual Property (IP) office of 
Bhutan when the IP system was at a very nascent 

stage. It was an opportunity for me to be part of 
the development and institutionalization of IP in 
Bhutan. Without any prior knowledge on IP, it was 
a challenge and required continuous effort to learn. 
While working in a small office was a challenge, it 
also presented opportunity for me to wear different 
hats from administration to planning and from 
examination to policy and legal opinions on IP. 
Furthermore, the experiences of working under 
different leadership has shaped me to be resilient 
and adaptable towards my professional growth.

My fifteen years in the Department of Intellectual 
Property (DIP) witnessed many changes in the IP 
system, from human resources to infrastructure and 
policy to international cooperation embracing the 
emerging needs. Among them were the process 
of upgradation to Department, amendment of IP 
laws, National Intellectual Property Policy, Industrial 
Property Administration System, Electronic 
Document Management System and many more. 
The importance of Intellectual Property Rights as a 
key factor in the development of domestic industries 

to help boost Bhutan`s economy as reflected in 
the policy and plans of the government are one 
of the glaring achievements of the department. 
Bhutan as a member to World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) has close engagement with 
the international IP system which provides platform 
for IP practitioners and key policy makers to 
participate in the global community. It was fortunate 
for me to learn and keep abreast of the international 
IP system through the participation in various 
forums and contribute to the trademark registry in 
particular.

An opportunity to work in WIPO was a great 
moment for me to step into the world of International 
Organization representing my country. However, 
the emotional baggage that comes with a career 
transition was not easy. The sense of guilt in leaving 
DIP after having formed strong relationships with 
people and the investment put on me, plus the 
uncertainty of the transition were some challenges. 
Nevertheless, I treasured the rich national 
experience to join WIPO in 2017 in same area of 
work, but on the other side of the table providing 
services to the member countries and its clients. 

MY JOURNEY WITH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Chhimi Lhazin
Former Head of Trademark Registry

https://www.themuse.com/advice/4-reasons-you-should-stop-feeling-guilty-about-leaving-your-job
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While taking pride to represent my country as the 
first Bhutanese in WIPO, it also carried the weight 
of being responsible and valuing my identity even 
more. Working alongside people from different 
backgrounds, adjusting, integrating and dedicating 
in the new environment is a continuous process for 
me.

The last three years has been an enriching journey 
for me professionally and personally, I am committed 
to learn and share my experiences with colleagues. 
I remain ever grateful to the Royal government of 
Bhutan and WIPO. Finally, I congratulate the DIP 
team for the annual magazine, which would play 
a pivotal role in reaching out its mandates to the 
public. 

“...An opportunity to work in WIPO was a great moment 

for me to step into the world of International Organization 

representing my country. However, the emotional baggage 

that comes with a career transition was not easy. The 

sense of guilt in leaving DIP after having formed strong 

relationships with people and the investment put on 

me, plus the uncertainty of the transition were some 

challenges...”

.......................................................................................

.......................................................................................

https://www.themuse.com/advice/4-reasons-you-should-stop-feeling-guilty-about-leaving-your-job
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སྤྱིར་  འཇིག་རྟེན་འཛམ་བུ་གླིང་འདིར་  དངོས་ཅན་དང་དངོས་མེད་ཀྱི་

ལོངས་སོྤྱོད་ཟེར་རྣམ་པ་གཉིས་སུ་དབྱེ་བ་ཕྱེ་ཡོད་པའི་ནང་ནས་  དངོས་ཅན་

གྱི་ལོངས་སོྤྱོད་དཔེར་ན་  ས།  ཁྱིམ།  སྣུམ་འཁོར།  རིན་པོ་ཆེ་ གསེར་

དངུལ།  གཟི།  བྱི་རུ།  མུ་ཏིག་སོགས་  ལེགས་ཤོམ་འབད་སྒྲུབ་ནི་དང་སོྤྱོད་

ནིའི་བདག་དབང་  ཀུན་གྱིས་ཐོག་ཆགས་མེད་པ་མཁྱེན་རྒྱ་ཆེ་ཡང་  དངོས་

མེད་ལོངས་སོྤྱོད་ཀྱི་བདག་དབང་སོགས་ཀྱི་སྐོར་  ཧ་གོ་ནི་ལུ་ཅུང་ཙམ་ཞིག་

དཀའ་ངལ་ཡོད་པའི་གནས་སྟངས་ནང་ལུ་མཇལཝ་ཨིན་པས།  རྒྱུ་མཚན་

དེ་ལུ་གཞི་བཞག་སྟེ་  དངོས་མེད་ལོངས་སོྤྱོད་བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་ཀྱི་སྙིང་

དོན་ནམ་བཅུད་དོན་ཞིག་ དཔེར་ན་ཉ་གང་ཟླ་བའི་དཀྱིལ་འཁོར་ལ་དྲི་མའི་

ཆ་རྩ་ནས་མེད་པར་མཇལ་བ་ལྟར་  བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་ཀྱི་ལོ་རྒྱུས་འདི་ཡང་  

ཀུན་གྱིས་དྭངས་གསལ་ཤེས་པའི་ཕྱིར་དུ་  ཡིག་ཐོག་ལུ་བཀོད་ནི་ཨིན།

དང་པོ་  བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་ཀྱི་མཚན་ཉིད་བརྗོད་ན་  རིག་པའི་ཐོག་ལས་   སྔོན་

ནས་བྱུང་བ་མེད་པའི་  གསར་གཏོད།  རྩོམ་རིག་དང་ལག་རྩལ།  བཀོད་རིས།  

རྟགས་ མིང་དང་  པར་སོགས་  གསར་རྩོམ་འབད་དེ་  ཚོང་འབྲེལ་གྱི་ཕྱིར་

སོྤྱོད་རུང་བ་ཅིག་ལུ་གོ་ནི་ཨིན།  བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་སོགས་  དུས་རབས་༢༡་པ་

ནང་ལུ་  མེད་ཐབས་མེད་པའི་རྒྱུ་ནོར་གྱི་གྲངས་སུ་ཨིན་པའི་  ཞིབ་འཚོལ་རྒྱ་

ཆེ་བ་དང་གཏིང་ཟབ་དྲགས་འབད་  ཕྱི་པའི་དཔལ་འབོྱོར་མཁས་མཆོག་ཚུ་

གིས་མཛད་དེ་འདུག།  འདི་བཟུམ་སྦེ་  འབྲུག་ཆོས་ལྡན་ལྗོངས་ཀྱི་  དཔལ་

འབོྱོར་གྱི་སྟོབས་ཤུགས་  གོམ་པ་མདུན་དུ་སྤོོ་བའི་གནས་སྐབས་འདིར་  བོ་

རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་སོགས་ཉིནམ་གཅིག་བ་ཉིནམ་གཅིག་ ཡར་ངོའི་ཟླ་བ་ལྟར་

འཕེལ་སྟེ་འགྱོཝ་ཨིན་པས།

བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་སོགས་  རྒྱལ་ཁབ་ཀྱི་དཔལ་འབོྱོར་གྱི་བདོག་གཏད་དང་  

ཡར་རྒྱས་ཀྱི་གཞི་འགྱམ་རྩ་ཅན་ཨིནམ་ལས་  སྲུང་སྐྱོབ་འབད་ནི་འདི་ཤིན་ཏུ་

ནས་གལ་ཆེ།  གང་ནས་ཀྱང་གཙོ་ཆེ་བ་ནི་  བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་གསར་སྒྲུབ་

འབད་ཚུགས་པའི་ནུས་ལྡན་གྱི་  གང་ཟག་སོགས་ལ་  སེམས་ཤུགས་བྱིན་

ནི་ལུ་དམིགས་ཏེ་  འདི་ཚུ་ལས་འབྱུང་བའི་དངུལ་འབྲེལ་གྱི་ཁེ་ཕན་སོགས་  

སོྤྱོད་ནིའི་གོ་སྐབས་དང་ལམ་ལུགས་ཚུ་བཟོ་དགོཔ་གལ་ཆེ།  རྒྱུ་མཚན་དེའི་

ཕྱིར་དུ་  ང་བཅས་འབྲུག་ལུངམ་པ་ལུ་ཡང་ བསྟན་རྒྱས་ལྷན་ཁག་ནང་ཡོད་

པའི་  བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་ལས་ཁུངས་ཀྱིས་  བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་སོགས་སྲུང་སྐྱོབ་

དང་བདག་འཛིན་འཐབ་ནིའི་བཅའ་ཁྲིམས་དང་བཅའ་ཡིག་ ལམ་ལུགས་དང་

སོལ་ཚུ་འཕྲལ་དང་ཕུགས་གཉིས་ལུ་ཕན་ཐོགས་ཚུགསཔ་འབད་བཟོ ་དང་

བཟོ་བཞིན་པ་ཡོད།  འདི་འབད་ནི་འདི་གིས་  རང་སོའི་བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་

སོགས་  སྲུང་སྐྱོབ་མཛད་ནིའི་དོན་ལུ་  བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་ལས་ཁུངས་ནང་

ལུ་  ཐོ་བཀོད་གནང་དགོཔ་ཨིན།

བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་ལུ་  ནང་གསེས་ཀྱི་དབྱེ་བ་  ཡོངས་གྲགས་ལུ་  ཚོང་རྟགས་

དབང་ཆ།  སྒེར་བདག་དབང་ཆ།  བཟོ་གྲྭ་དངོས་པོའིབཀོད་རིས་དབང་ཆ་དང་

འདྲ་བཤུས་དབང་ཆ་ ཟེར་  བཞི་ལུ་བསྡུ་ནི་ཨིན།

བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་ཀྱི་བཤད་པ་བཅུད་བསྡུས།

ལས་སྐྱིད་རྡོོ་རྗེ།

བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་འགོ་དཔོན།
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ཚོང་རྟགས་དབང་ཆ་འདི་  ཚོང་ལས་གཅིག་གི་དངོས་པོ་སོགས་  ཚོང་ལས་

གཞན་གྱི་དངོས་པོ་སོགས་ལས་  དབྱེ་བ་ཕྱེ་ཚུགས་པའམ་གསལ་བཏོན་

འབྱུང་ཚུགས་པའི་བརྡོ་རྟགས་ཅིག་ལུ་ཚོང་རྟགས་དང་  འདི་སོྤྱོད་ནིའི་

དོན་ལུ་  ཁྲིམས་མཐུན་བདག་པོ་ལུ་གནང་བའི་བདག་དབང་འདི་ལུ་  ཚོང་

རྟགས་དབང་ཆ་ཟེར་གོ་ནི་ཨིན།  དཔེར་ན་  ཨཱའི་ཕཱོོན་གྱི་རྒྱབ་ལུ་སྦྱར་འདི་

ཡོད་པའི་ཨེ་པཱལ་གྱི་པར་བཟུམ་ལུ་གོ་ནི་ཨིན།  འབྲུག་གི་བཟོ་གྲྭ་དངོས་པོའི་

བཅའ་ཁྲིམས་ ༢༠༠༡ ཅན་མ་དང་འཁྲིལ་བ་ཅིན་  ཚོང་རྟགས་སྲུང་སྐྱོབ་འབད་

ནིའི་དོན་ལུ་  དང་པ་ཐོ་བཀོད་འབད་དགོཔ་ཨིན།  ཐོ་བཀོད་སྒྲུབ་པའི་ཚོང་

རྟགས་འདི་ ལོ་ངོ་༡༠ འི་རིང་  སྲུང་སྐྱོབ་ཧྲིལ་བུམ་ཐོབ་ཐངས་ཡོད། 

སྒེར་བདག་དབང་ཆ་འདི་  གསར་བཏོད་ལས་གྲུབ་པའི་  དངོས་པོའམ་  

འབད་ཚུལ་གསརཔོ་གཅིག་ཡང་ན་  འཕྲུལ་རིག་དང་འབྲེལ་བའི་གདོང་ལེན་

ཐབས་ལམ་གསརཔོ་བཟོ་མི་ལུ་  བདག་དབང་ཁོ་ན་སོྤྲོད་མི་ལུ་གོ་ནི་ཨིན།  

ཐོ་བཀོད་སྒྲུབ་པའི་གསར་བཏོད་འདི་  ལོ་༢༠ cའི་རིང་ལུ་སྲུང་སྐྱོབ་འབད་

དེ་  ཁྲིམས་མཐུན་བདག་པོ་ཁོ་ནས་སོྤྱོད་ནིའི་གོ་སྐབས་ཐོབ་ཨིན། དཔེར་

ན་ རྒྱང་མཐོང་དང་འགྲུལ་འཕྲིན་གསར་བསྐྲུན་འབད་མི་སོགས་ལ་གནང་

བའི་  བདག་དབང་ལུ་ སྒེར་བདག་དབང་ཆ་ཟེར་གོ་ནི་ཨིན།

བཟོ་གྲྭ་དངོས་པོའི་བཀོད་རིས་དབང་ཆ་འདི་  བཟོ་གྲྭ་དངོས་པོ་སོགས་ཀྱི་

ཐོག་ཏུ་གྲུབ་ཡོད་པའི་  མིག་གི་དབང་པོས་མཐོང་ཚུགས་པའི་  བཀོད་རིས་

ཡང་ན་མཐོང་རྒྱ་ཅན་གྱི་བཀོད་པ་བཟོ་མི་དང་ཡང་ན་བཀོད་རིས་བདག་པོ་

སོགས་ལ་  བདག་དབང་སྦྱིན་མི་ལུ་  གོ་ནི་ཨིན།  ཐོ་བཀོད་སྒྲུབ་པའི་བཀོད་

རིས་སོགས་  ལོ་ངོ་༡༥ འི་རིང་སྲུང་སྐྱོབ་ཐོབ་ཨིན།  དཔེར་ན་  སྣུམ་འཁོར་གྱི་

བཟོ་རྣམ་ཚུ་ལུ་  བཟོ་གྲྭ་དངོས་པོའི་བཀོད་རིས་ཟེར་གོ་ནི་ཨིན། 

འདྲ་བཤུས་དབང་ཆ་འདི་  རྩོམ་རིག་དང་ལག་རྩལ་སོགས་དང་འབྲེལ་བའི་

ལཱ་  དཔེར་ན་  ཀི་དེབ།  སྙན་ཆ།  ཚོན་རིས།  འཇིམ་བཟོ།  གློག་བརྙན་།  

ཀམ་པིའུ་ཊ་ གློག་རིག་ལས་རིམ།  གནས་སྡུད་གཞི་མཛོད།  ཚོང་བསྒྲགས།  

སབ་ཁྲ།  བཟོ་རིག་རིས་མོ།  སོགས་གསར་རྩོམ་འབད་ཡོད་པའི་བདག་པོ་

དེ་ལ་  སོྤྲོད་པའི་དབང་ཆ་དེ་ལ་གོ།  འབྲུག་གི་འདྲ་བཤུས་དབང་ཆའི་  བཅའ་

ཁྲིམས་༢༠༠༡ ཅན་མ་དང་འཁྲིལ་བ་ཅིན་  བརྩམ་པ་པོའི་ཚེ་ཐེངས་གཅིག་དང་

དེ་ནས་སླར་ལོ་ངོ་༥༠ འི་རིང་ སྲུང་སྐྱོབ་ཐོབ་ཨིན། 

བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་སོགས་ལས་བརྟེན་  མི་ངོམ་རང་རྐྱང་ངམ་རྒྱལ་ཁབ་ཀྱི་

དཔལ་འབོྱོར་ལུ་  འོང་འབབ་བསམ་གྱི་མི་ཁྱབ་པར་  བཟོ་ཚུགསཔ་ལས་  

བཟོ་གྲྭ་ཆེ་འབྲིང་ཆུང་གསུམ་གྱིས་  བོ་རིག་རྒྱུ་དངོས་སྒྲུབ་ནི་དང་  སོྤྱོད་ནི་

ལུ་བསམ་ཞིང་ལས་འདས་པའི་  སོྤྲོ་མཉམ་དང་བརྩོན་ཤུགས་བསྐྱེད་གནང་

ཟེར་  གསོལ་བཏབ་ཕུལ་ནི་ཨིན།
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This subject has been the interesting topic to 
deliver a message to the general public on the 

recognition of patent right based on First to File versus 
First to Invent. Recently, during the public awareness 
it has been observed that this particular subject draws 
the attention and interest of audiences. 

In the thought of the common people there is a 
dilemma to ascertain the right based on First to File 
the patent application to the First to Invent it. However, 
both the system has its own benefit and drawback. 

In the case of First to File, the legal right over the 
invention is bestowed to the first applicant filed for that 
particular invention irrespective of who has invented 
it first. This is the easiest method to validate the 
credential for that particular invention based on the 
patent filing date in case should there be any dispute 
for the invention. It is like a race for filing the invention 
to a patent office.  Nonetheless, it does not reward 
the first inventor in case the invention gets in the 
hand of third parties. It is also observed this system 
has benefited mostly to the big companies who can 
easily bear the cost of patent filing cost besides with 
professional lawyers and attorneys as compared to 
individual inventors.  

When it comes to First to Invent system this is particularly 
considered as the fairest method to validate the actual 

inventor and reward accordingly irrespective of who 
has filed the application at the earliest to the patent 
office. This system had been practiced only by the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) 
till mid-March 2013, however, due to a lengthy and 
complicated process of validating the evidences, the 
USPTO shifted its validating process to the First to 
File. In this system to recognize and reward the actual 
inventor the court has to assess both parties’ invention 
diary, log books, prototypes, and any other relevant 
evidences to validate it. 

Due to its simplicity and cost saving process, the 
First to File System is being adopted by almost all 
the countries. This also indicates that whoever files 
the invention first gets the patent rights. In addition, 
this system encourages people to disclose one’s 
ideas instead of keeping it as secret. Further, with the 
reverse engineering method, the secret system behind 
that complicated technology can be unfurl. 

In order to keep the invention secret before filing the 
patent application, it is often recommended by the IP 
professionals to maintain it secret including refraining 
from publication, public speaking and selling of it. In 
case, if it has to be revealed both the parties should 
sign non-disclosure agreement and seek the IP 
professional’s assistance.

FIRST TO FILE VS FIRST TO INVENT

Tshering Samdrup
Intellectual Property Officer
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A dose of creativity is an, ‘all in one’ capsule. It 
encapsulates and represents joy, pleasure, 

hardship, love, freedom, passion and talent of all 
creators and beneficiaries as well. It is also a catalyst 
to happiness. Happiness as you know is not just 
about amassing material wealth, celebrating events 
and accomplishments, being with your loved ones, 
and so forth. There is a positive correlation between 
happiness and creativity, which therefore is worth 
mentioning and acknowledging the happiness one 
gets from indulging in creative works. Indulgence 
as in either by engaging in creating or enjoying 
the creative works. There is a plethora of creative 
contents ranging from books, music, dances, 
songs, paintings and sculptures each in its own 
ways contributing in bringing a smile on someone’s 
face and changing their world. For instance, for the 
people engaged in creating these works apart from 
generating income from their creative endeavors 
keeps them mentally and physically occupied 
and focused. Essentially, engaging in creative 
works gives them a sense of purpose and no time 
for unconstructiveness, thereby contributing in 
enriching their general wellness. 

Similarly, for the users or let’s just say the world 
enjoying the creative works will not be able to fathom 
a world devoid of creative works. In such a case 

what kind of state would humankind be in? What 
other leisure activities are there to keep us engaged 
and going in the absence of creative works? 

To use an anatomy/analogy here, creativity is the life 
of the body. The positive impact of creativity in one’s 
life and the society as a whole is immeasurable. 
For instance, reading a book takes you to places 
exotic and unheard, experience adventures that is 
out of this world. Likewise, listening to music takes 
you on an emotional rollercoaster ride depending 
on what type of music you are listening to. Even 
Albert Einstein  is believed to have said  that he 
would have become a musician if he hadn’t been 
a physicist because music was a part and parcel of 
his everyday life.

The various artworks such as paintings and 
sculptures give immense satisfaction and a sense 
of appreciation of the past, cultural heritage and the 
artisanship of our ancestors. All in all, the bottom 
line is that it would be difficult or conceivably 
impossible for us to live a fuller and complete life 
without the creative works, for these creative works 
are larger than life.
The other side of creativity is that unlike most 
professions which require skills with years of training 
and honing them, creativity can be taken up by 

WHAT’S IN A DOSE OF CREATIVITY

Kuenga Dorji
Intellectual Property Officer

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=jaXvAAAAMAAJ&q=If+I+were+not+a+physicist,+I+would+probably+be+a+musician.+I+often+think+in+music.+I+live+my+daydreams+in+music.+I+see+my+life+in+terms+of+music.&dq=If+I+were+not+a+physicist,+I+would+probably+be+a+musician.+I+often+think+in+music.+I+live+my+daydreams+in+music.+I+see+my+life+in+terms+of+music.&hl=en&sa=X&redir_esc=y
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anyone irrespective of age, profile or background. 
There is no distinction between one who creates 
professionally and one who merely creates out 
of a hobby. For example, a sketchy drawing by a 
5-year-old kid contains and expresses as much 
creativity as a masterpiece made by Michelangelo. 
It is not a matter of quality here but the personal 
expression and involvement of the person who 
creates something. 
 
Moreover, researches have also shown that there is 
a link between creativity and the overall improvement 
of health. Now this may sound a bit too exaggerated 
but knowing that creativity contributes in elevating 
happiness and uplifting our spirit, what the studies 
have revealed do sound realistic. This is because 
being happy tends to boost our immune system 
and greatly enhances both mental and physical 
wellness.

At the same time, engaging in a creative activity 
such as dancing can be an exciting way to keep 
oneself fit and healthy. If you look around, there 
is a steady rise in the number of dance programs 

specializing in different genres like Salsa, Zumba, 
hip-hop, freestyle and so on in order to encourage 
people to get into the routine of keeping themselves 
fit. To that extent, dances are a form of creativity 
which has a direct practical link to improving one’s 
overall health. 

Lastly, as we continue to live our life in times of 
turmoil amid the covid-19 pandemic, I have been 
wondering to myself how creativity plays a pivotal 
role in our life because people all over the world 
right now must be keeping themselves occupied 
with movies, music, tv programs, books and games 
amid the corona virus lockdowns, quarantines 
and stay at home orders. It is my fir and strong 
conviction that creative works play a very important 
role in making our lives colorful, pleasant and easy. 
Not to forget, this is also the time to appreciate and 
thank all those creators/authors/artists behind these 
works of creativity, ingenuity and efforts.

A dose of creativity is all we need to gladden our 
hearts and add colors to our otherwise dull and 
mundane life of existence. 

...The various artworks such as paintings and sculptures give immense 
satisfaction and a sense of appreciation of the past, cultural heritage 
and the artisanship of our ancestors. All in all, the bottom line is 
that it would be difficult or conceivably impossible for us to live 
a fuller and complete life without the creative works, for these 
creative works are larger than life...
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The developed countries such as Japan, South 
Korea, USA, Singapore and etc. heavily invest 

in Industrial Designs. Every major firm in these 
countries have Design Wings as the integral part 
of the firm committed to enhancing the designs 
of the products including the packaging aspects. 
This evidently and axiomatically underlines the key 
message that Industrial Designs do play a crucial 
role in product branding. 

However, the integration of Industrial Designs into 
businesses are at the nascent stages in the Least 
Developed Countries and Bhutan is no exception 
to this unfortunate situation. Particularly for Bhutan, 
investing into Industrial Designs can be of immense 
benefits. Bhutan is yet to harness the benefits of 
Industrial Designs. Businesses must pave their way 
to integrate Industrial Designs into existing Small 
and Medium Scale Enterprises (SMEs) such as 
Food and fruit Processing, Packaging, Containers 
and Bottling, Textiles, Furniture, entities and 
etcetera.

The Food and Fruit Processing enterprises are 
gradually experiencing growth and expansion in 
Bhutan. Several locally manufactured pickles, 

LEVERAGING INDUSTRIAL DESIGN IN BHUTAN

Lekey Dorji
Intellectual Property Officer

Figure 1. Honey Bottle Design (source: https://
ashevillebeecharmer.com/shop/honey/pure-
honey/sourwood-honey-2/)

Figure 2. Bhutanese Honey Bottle 
Design) (Photo Credit: Lekey Dorji)

Figure 3. Pickle Bottle Design (source: https://
www.epicurious.com/expert-advice/best-pickle-
brands-buying-guide-article)
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honeys, fruit juices, cooking oils so on and so 
forth are in the market. Yet, these products rarely 
possess significantly differing designs. In the 
absence of a potentially varied designs, the entire 
products appear identical as if manufactured by one 
enterprise. 

These manufacturing firms reuse containers 
of some imported products for packaging and 
storing purposes. While prioritizing the cost saving 
through the reuse of containers, the entire value 
of Intellectual Property especially the product 
designs and packaging designs are compromised.  
Additionally, the products are suffering from acute 
design deficiencies in the market making the 
products difficult to establish a powerful brand. 
The customers do not get required access to the 
product information disabling or incapacitating them 
to make right choice of purchase. 
 
Fair market operation is diminished which is highly 
damaging to the customers and country’s economic 
growth. 

The application of Industrial Designs in such 
businesses would help build brand of your 
manufacturing entities. The brand would ensure 
better marketing potential of your products not just 
at the national level but regional and international 
level. 

Industrial Designs can be extensively integrated 
in Furniture firms. The ancient carpentry designs 
residing on the historic monuments such as elegant 
fortresses and temples are the living traces of 
extraordinary Bhutanese carpentry skills. Despite 
highly commendable rich history of carpentry skills, 
Bhutan is yet to witness appealing furniture designs 

Figure 4. Bhutanese Pickle Bottle Design) 
(Photo Credit: Lekey Dorji)

Figure 5. Potato Chips Packaging (source: 
https://depositphotos.com/347726523/stock-
illustration-potato-chips-packaging-stock-
vector.html)

Figure 6. Potato Chips Packaging (source: 
https://unblast.com/free-chips-packaging-
bag-mockup-psd/)

Figure 7. Bhutanese Chips Packaging 
(Photo Credit: Lekey Dorji)
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potential for international marketing. If Furniture 
firms begin investing in designs, the opportunity 
is enormous considering the unique design 
possibilities drawing inspiration from ancient culture 
and spiritual design features.

Textile Industries could be a major beneficiary of 
Industrial Designs. As of now, the focus was only 
on the production of existing textiles and patterns. 
Hardly, any significant deviations from ancient 
textiles and patterns are seen in the current works of 
textile industries. Provided elaborate design efforts 
are rendered, textiles in Bhutan would be crippled 
to become a major brand dominating  several rivals 
in the world.  

The only way forward for Bhutan, in the word of Walt 
Disney is ‘The way to get started is quit talking and 
begin doing.’

Figure 8. Chair Design (source: https://
www.gubi.com/)

Figure 9. Bedroom Design (source: https://
www.thewowstyle.com/25-bedroom-
furniture-design-ideas/)

Figure 10.  South African Textile (source: 
https://www.brandsouthafrica.com/people-
culture/people/shweshwe-the-denim-of-
south-africa

Figure 11. Bumthang Yathra (source: https://
authenticbhutantours.com/bumthang-
yathra-tour/)

Figure 12. Kishuthara (source: https://www.
daraartisans.com/collections/bhutan-for-the-
collector-exhibition/products/dara-bhutan-
collection-textile-monkey-nail)
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Every April 26 is celebrated as the World 
Intellectual Property Day to learn about the 

role that Intellectual Property (IP) rights play in 
encouraging innovation and creativity.

The World IP Day was launched in the year 2000 by 
the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) 
to promote and protect creative ideas, including 
music, art, trademarks, writings, and inventions. 
The official date for World IP Day is April 26th, 
but events are held all over the world throughout 
springtime. The day is celebrated all over the 
globe in the form of panels, receptions, expos, and 
educational outreach for students of all ages. 

However, in keeping with the social/physical 
distancing and other restrictions compelled by the  
challenging times, our events this year were muted. 
We brought out a special supplement on the World 
IP Day, 2020 theme and message in the Kuensel, 
our National Newspaper and lauched a music video 
on the importance of Intellectual Property on our 
National T.V. the Bhutan Broadcasting Service 
(BBS).

The theme for this years World IP Day is Innovation 
for a Greener Future placing innovation and the IP 
rights that stimulate and support it at the centre of our 
efforts towards a better and more sustainable green 
future. Three days before this on Wednesday, April 
22, 2020, the world marked the 50th anniversary 
of Earth Day with half of the world’s population in 
Confinement, cooped-up to their homes due to the 
coronavirus crisis. As this novel virus- named the 
COVID-19, relentlessly spread its grip from Wuhan, 
China to the rest of the world taking with it increasing 
human toll, the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
declared it a global pandemic. 

The dreadful disease and the lockdowns stretched 
from Rome to Tokyo, New York to London and 
Seoul to New Delhi, people across the world, city 
after city, country after country are forced to stay 
home to shut out this invisible killer.  As cars, trucks 
and buses on our roads and planes in our skies too 
were forced to stay grounded, the air cleared and 
the stars twinkled brighter as the human footprint on 
the earth suddenly lightened. Our planet we are told 
is expected to see its first fall in emissions since the 
2008-09 financial crisis.

THE WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DAY, 2020

Kinley T Wangchuk
Director General
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Guterres said governments should use their fiscal 
firepower to drive a shift from “the grey to green” 
economy.

The same appeal to use recovery packages to 
shift towards a more greener direction is made in 
the World IP Day message. “Carving a pathway to 
a green future is a modern –day imperative. We 
all share in this challenge and each have a role in 
building a green future. It is a complex and multi-
faceted endeavour, but as the well-known naturalist 
David Attenborough has noted, “as a species, we 
are expert problem solvers.” We can create a green 
future.

“We have the collective wisdom, ingenuity and 
creativity to come up with new, more effective ways 
to shape a low-carbon future. But we must act now!” 
(WIPO poster for World IP Day, 2020)

Set against this uncertainty, and the reversal in 
environmental changes wrought by the coronavirus 
crisis, Innovate for a Green Future, the theme for this 
years World IP Day assumes greater relevance and 
poignancy. If we have the will and the commitment, 
we have the same tools and technology that we 
use to exploit and pollute our natural resources to 
conserve and restore. 

“We are the creators of our own technology, don’t 
pretend to be its victim,” says the author and 
alternative medicine advocate, Deepak Chopra.  We 
should use technology to create better experiences 
for ourselves and to make the world happier, healthier 
and more joyful. Who can disagree with that? 

Cleaner air made possible by the “green” Covid-19 
lockdown as some have dubbed it, has been most 
noticeable in China and India. In China, the world’s 
biggest source of carbon, emissions were down 
about 18% between early February and mid-March. 
It was said that on April 3, residents of Jalandhar, 
a city in north Indias Punjab, woke up to a view not 
seen for decades: snow-capped Himalayan peaks 
more than 100 miles away. It was reported that even 
monkeys, were seen to be getting bolder, entering 
homes and opening refrigerator doors in New Delhi.

Locally, as schools remained closed, and civil 
servants encouraged to work from home, the 
sluggish haze engulfing Thimphu lifted and 
our packs of stray dogs suddenly found fewer 
motor vehicles to chase after. Meanwhile, our 
conservationists reported the first-ever glimpse of 
the highly endangered White-Bellied heron (Andrea 
Insignis) along the Kholongchu in Trashiyangse on 
April 12.

But the larger and more pressing question that 
looms over humanity now is how long will this respite 
for our earth last? Is getting to this temporary relief 
worth the loss in jobs, economy and precious lives? 
And even more pertinently, will humanity revert to 
its old unsustainable ways and business as usual 
complacency?

In the message for the 50th anniversary of Earth 
Day, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres urged 
governments worldwide to use their economic 
responses to the coronavirus pandemic to tackle 
the “even deeper emergency” of climate change. 
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MADRID SYSTEM-A CONVENIENT TOOL TO REGISTER YOUR 
TRADEMARKS ABROAD

 
IMAGE HERE 

Binod Pradhan
Dy. Chief Intellectual Property Officer
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Madrid System and its 
Advantages

There exist two routes for filing trademark 
applications and they are the Madrid Route 

and the National Route. Amongst the two, Madrid 
Route or Madrid System is considered a better 
option to file international trademark applications 
than the National System. The Madrid System 
is governed by two treaties administered by the 
World Intellectual Property Organization(WIPO), 
the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International 
Registration of Marks; and Protocol Relating to the 
Madrid Agreement Concerning the International 
Registration of Marks. Some of the advantages of 
the Madrid System are as follows:

 ➢ Unlike the National System in which the 

applicant has to file an individual trademark 

application with payment of different set of 

fees to each country where he/she desires 

to register or protect his/her trademark, the 

Madrid System facilitates the applicant to 

register his/her trademark in multiple Madrid 

member countries by only filing a single 

application and with payment of one set of 

fees. As of date, 122 countries are members 

of the Madrid Union.

 ➢ The Madrid System is comparatively cost-

effective and less time consuming since 

the applicant can directly file the trademark 

application to the office of the origin (local 

IP office) which is then subsequently sent 

to WIPO for further transmittal to other 

Madrid member countries designated by 

the applicant for registration. In the case of 

the National System, the applicant has to 

hire the local IP agents or attorneys of each 

country to file their trademarks, which will 

be costly as well as time-consuming.

 ➢ The trademark has to be renewed every 

10 years to keep it valid. Under the Madrid 

System, the renewal process is streamlined 

as you are only required to renew the 

International Application as a whole, rather 

than renewing for each country as in the 

National System.

Madrid System in Bhutan

Bhutan joined the Madrid System in 2000 and 
before that, the foreign trademark applications 
were filed to Bhutan only through National System. 
Over the last nineteen years of membership to 
the Madrid System, the number of Trademark 
applications filed through the Madrid System to 
Bhutan has significantly increased in comparison to 
the National System.  As of 2019, a total of 13,934 
foreign trademark applications has been designated 
to Bhutan through Madrid System in comparison to 
5,138 foreign trademark applications filed through 
the National System. The cited figures explicitly 
indicate the preference of the applicants to file the 
international trademarks through the Madrid System 
considering its multiple advantages. However, no 
Bhutanese trademarks have yet been filed abroad 
using the Madrid System. Possible reasons could 
be because of:

1. Lack of awareness on the importance of 
protecting trademarks abroad

2. Lack of awareness on the Madrid System
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3. Low industrial base and scale of production
4. Low volume of exports and markets limited to 

domestic for the majority of the products 
  

Importance of Registering 
Trademarks abroad

The role of trademarks becomes crucial when the 
products are exported to other countries  owing to 
the following reasons:

 ➢ It is highly imperative to register or protect 

your mark in your export markets or else 

someone else will copy your mark and 

register it. If so happens then you will not be 

able to use your trademark on your products 

in those export markets since the other 

person gets right over the mark and can 

restrict you from using it thereby seriously 

affecting your business.   

 ➢ It is also equally important to register your 

trademark in all the potential future markets 

for your products to avert instances whereby 

somebody else will register similar/same 

trademark thus making it impossible for you 

to register your trademark.

 ➢ There may also occur situations where your 

products are preferred by the consumers 

of your export markets and if you have not 

registered your trademark for your products 

then somebody else may use your trademark 

in his/her inferior products thereby affecting 

your brand/goodwill resulting in a drop in 

the number of customers.

As such, it is crucial to register the trademarks in 
all the export markets as well as potential export 
markets. Lately, with the continuous awareness 
created by the Department of Intellectual Property 
(DoIP), the office has been receiving inquiries and 
interest from business firms and others for filing 
their marks abroad using the Madrid System.

Conclusion

With the recent shift in the focus of the government 
to diversify the economy besides Hydropower and 
emphasizing on the growth of CSI which has been 
included as one of the flagship programs and also 
recognized as one of the five jewels of the economy, 
it may not be too far when Bhutan has a strong 
and vibrant CSI base producing premium products 
ready for the high-end export markets. Further 
with the launching of Brand Bhutan initiative by the 
Department of Trade under the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs, it is envisaged that the Bhutanese products 
would get a boost both in national and international 
markets thereby generating more number of 
Bhutanese trademark applications interested to 
register abroad using the Madrid System. For 
additional information on the Madrid System visit 
the WIPO’s website @ https://www.wipo.int/madrid/
en/ or walk-in to the Trademark Registry under the 
Department of Intellectual Property, MoEA. 

https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/
https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/
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COLLECTIVE MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION (CMO) IN THE MUSIC 
INDUSTRY IN BHUTAN
Background 

The Copyright Act of the Kingdom of Bhutan was 
enacted in 2001. The Act envisages providing 

a conducive avenue for creators to express in the 
field of literary and artistic domain and add to the 
enrichment of our cultural heritage. Most importantly, 
while balancing the overall interest of the society, 
the act ensures creators with an economic reward 
over their creative efforts, thereby, fostering 
perpetual intellectual endeavors in the literary and 
artistic sphere.

Fundamentally, the Copyright system is built on 
three pillars namely legislation, enforcement, and 
management of copyright and related rights. While 
we have the copyright act in force, enforcement and 
management of the copyright and related rights 
are aground. This article, therefore, attempts to 
lay theoretical discourse on the management of 
copyright and related rights with particular emphasis 
given to the Music Industry in the country. 

With music springs unique identity, some evolved 
in time and some passed from generations. 

It bonded the communities making mundane 
magical. Although it still plays a vital role in society, 
the emergence of digital technology imparted 
radical changes and new developments in this 
field. It carried with it myriad social and cultural 
ramifications. 

Music today is increasingly becoming a modern-
day imperative and we cannot circumvent this 
musical wave. To ripple enduring commitment for 
the creator to add variety and gaiety to the music 
industry, it is desired to manage their creative works 
to ensure proprietary right and benefit for creators. 
As experiences have shown in other countries, the 
management of musical works is a complex tapestry 
but doable. We often cite our advantage of coming 
late in the adoption of any changes and venturing 
into new territory. This is the case likewise. There 
are Copyright management organizations, big and 
small, well established and start-ups. We can build 
on the foundations already laid.
To manage music rights, it is essential to identify the 
constituent players in the creation of musical work 

Ugyen Tenzin
Sr. Intellectual Property Officer
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and their potential markets. Extensive capacity 
development, awareness programs, roadshow, 
Panel discussions must be undertaken to aboard 
every player in the field. The question is who is 
going to manage the music rights? 

It is not feasible to manage the music rights 
individually. This is accounted for high usage 
at a given time augmented by digital evolution 
underpinning today’s market. For example, a 
songwriter cannot effectively manage his rights by 
going to all the users, negotiating, issuing licenses 
and collecting royalty himself. Perhaps, the amount 
he collects may not even be enough to offset 
the cost of management. Against this backdrop, 
Collective Management Organizations (CMO) 
comes as a feasible solution. CMO’s offer legal 

access to copyright works to users from a single 
window. Thus, benefiting both the users and the 
rights holders. Let’s look at how COMs typically 
operate in the music Industry.

The moment the original song is written or recorded, 
its protection under copyright act subsist. The owner 
of the work reserves exclusive rights to derive 
benefit from it. One option to do so is by giving their 
rights (mandates) to the CMO. CMOs gets the music 
licensed whereby they collect royalties from its 
performing, downloading, streaming, broadcasting 
and keep track of music used to fairly distribute the 
royalties to the copyright owner of the work. This 
gives them financial rewards to be inspired all over 
again in creating music.
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Current scenario

Today in the music industry, creators themselves 
manage the rights. The creators do not receive 
royalty, but, a lump sum one-time payment is fixed 
during the creation of any musical work. Thereafter, 
the songs are mostly played/performed. Thereafter, 
the public can easily access those song online 
and are freely copied, distributed and played in 
places such as Drayangs1, Karaoke, Discotheque, 
Radio stations, Restaurants & Bars, Retail Stores, 
personal devices, etc. If such practice perpetuates, 
in the long run it may stunt the growth of the music 
industry in Bhutan. 

Given the sizable market and burgeoning creative 
sector, right holders and associations themselves 
are keen to establish CMO. For instance, during 
meetings/workshops in the past, the right holders 
have raised the need to establish the first music 
CMO in order to facilitate stronger protection and 
promotion of the music industry. However, lack 

of Music Association in the country has impeded 
them for further persuasion. Likewise, without clear 
legal provisions to establish and operate a CMO, 
it is a challenge. To this effect, a separate chapter 
stipulating the provisions for the establishment 
and operation of CMO has been proposed in the 
new copyright bill to ensure the establishment and 
smooth operation of the CMOs. 

Size of Music Industry 

The Bhutan Film association (BFA) plays an 
important role in promotion and preservation of 
cultural heritage through local film production and 
has totally replaced foreign films in the theater in 
the country. Also, it is today a driving force behind 
the growth of the entertainment sector. It functions 
as a central agency whereby its memberships are 
acquired through voluntary registration of artists, 
performers and producers, directors, animators, 
etc. 

Figure 1: Number of registered members with BFA in the music field (source: BFA)
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Figure 1 depicts the number of registered members 
vis-à-vis Music Industry with the BFA. From the 
total of 792 registered members with the BFA today, 
301 members constitute from the music industry. 
However, this figure does not determine the actual 
size of the music industry since there are many 
more independent artists. To substantiate this, the 
Table 1 shows that there are total of 179 operational 
audio-visual production houses in for major towns 
of Thimphu, Phuntsholing, Sandrup Jongkhar and 
Gelephu in Bhutan. However, of that, only 4 sound 
recording firms have registered with the BFA as 
depicted in Figure 1. 

Size of the Market for Music 
Industry

Both the WIPO expert mission report 2002 and 
2006 on Establishment and functioning of CMO’s – 
Principles, legal structure, Financing and the role of 
the Government and CMO in the field of Copyright 
and Related Rights in Bhutan respectively found 

that due to sheer size of the music industry and 
market, establishment of CMO was not viable.
However, the national studies on Assessing the 
Economic Contribution of the Copyright-Based 
Industries (CBIs) conducted by WIPO and the 
erstwhile IP Division in 2011 have seen that 
contribution of CBIs to national GDP   have increased 
by five-folds from 2001-2008. This depicts the trend 
in which Creative Sector grows. 

Table 2 summarizes the market segmentation in four 
major towns where music can mostly be played in 
Bhutan. The statistic reveals an exponential growth 
of Market for the music industry over the years 
in the country. For instance, as of April 30, 2019, 
Thimphu alone has 1391 operational restaurants as 
compared to only 1209 in 2002 in the whole country. 
Likewise, there is a sizable growth of entertainment 
sector that munch on music as their primary recipe.  
Excluding the retail stores, in these for major towns, 
there are total of 3920 business firms where music 
is potentially played. 

Business sector Gelephu S/Jongkhar Thimphu P/Ling  Total

Drayangs 1 2 8 7 18
Hotels (local and tourist 
standard) 50 37 85 62 234

Discotheques 2 0 6 0 8
Restaurant 161 172 1391 426 2150
Karaoke 3 1 23 13 40
Broadcast Media 0 0 1 0 1
Bars 202 223 589 231 1245
Radio stations 0 0 4 0 4
Audio-Visual Productions 0 0 176 3 179
Passenger transport 12 1 21 7 41
Total 3920

Table 2: Total number of operational business firms where music is mostly played.
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From this total business firms, majority of it 
constitutes restaurants followed by bars. On the 
other hand, Bhutan has only one national broadcast 
media and four radio stations. Among these 
business firms, Drayangs, Discotheques, Radio 
Stations and Karaoke are seen as the highest 
consumer of the music industry. They account for 
1.7% of the total market share.

Conclusion

The establishment of CMO renders myriad benefit 
to the creators, users, society and economy of the 
country. The CMOs ensure financial benefit to the 
creators who on the other hand can concentrate 
what they know best.  The services of CMOs 
eases users to comply with copyright act. They can 
normally avail the necessary copyright licenses 
from a central source. Knowledge and culture add 
value to human life and social well-being. All the 

above is achievable though pirate-free market and 
well-functioning copyright system. 

As much as the market base is promising for 
establishment of CMO, ensuring economic reward 
for the creators for their hard work and contribution 
to creativity would nurture the burgeoning music 
industry in the country. To take the matters in hand, 
thorough market analysis and conducting nationwide 
sensitization programs on the fundamentals and 
importance of CMO would be desirable approach 
to unlock the minds and perhaps, replicating the 
concept the of 3E’s (Educate, Engineer and Enforce) 
from Singapore would be key to set the ground. To 
kindle the expression of latent talent, which we have 
in bountiful, convivial legislative framework is vital 
on the Government’s part. Alongside, founding the 
Music Association of Bhutan and their persuasion 
to invigorate the institution of CMO in the country 
is essential. 

...Today in the music industry, creators themselves manage the rights. 
The creators do not receive royalty, but, a lump sum one-time payment is 
fixed during the creation of any musical work. Thereafter, the songs are 
mostly played/performed. Thereafter, the public can easily access those 
song online and are freely copied, distributed and played in places such 
as Drayangs1, Karaoke, Discotheque, Radio stations, Restaurants & Bars, 
Retail Stores, personal devices, etc. If such practice perpetuates, in the 
long run it may stunt the growth of the music industry in Bhutan... 
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Distant past unfolds the instances where 
people misconstrued ‘Designers’ as ‘Artists’ 

and ‘Industrial’ as ‘those building factories.’ The 
misconception in comprehending Industrial 
Designers clearly establishes the outlook of 
Industrial Designs in the businesses then. However, 
commencing 90s, countries such as United States 
of America sprouted several potential companies 
extremely forthcoming to investing into Industrial 
Designs.

Since then, Industrial Designs have undergone 
series of evolutions, initially for sole fashioning/
styling the products to becoming the integral part 
of manufacturing process to finally emerging as the 
innovative strategy of a firm. Now, Industrial Designs 
have become the valuable asset to every firm with 
its potential to enhance the competitive edge, brand 
establishment and commercialization.

How do industrial designs enhance the competitive 
edge of a firm? Every firm strive towards standing 
the test of market through winning the unending 
battles of market competition. This is why potential 
competitive tools are required for every firm. 

Amongst available competitive tools, Industrial 
Design enhances the competitive edge of a firm 
through creating distinguishably unique products, 
creating a niche market, enhancing the sale-ability 
and generating profit.

In the market, products rarely enjoy monopoly. 
There are always substitutes for products which 
ultimately enlarges the pool of choice for customers. 
Here arises the fundamental question, what is 
the most promising strategy to attract customers 
to your products in the market overflowing with 
choices? Creation of products with aesthetic 
appeal surfaces as one of the promising strategies. 
Creating products that can easily draw attention of 
customers or creating products that are exciting to 
the visual sensation of customers. Such aspects 
in products would draw immense attention of 
customers ultimately gaining a fair share in the 
market. 

For instance, just imagine yourself buying kitchen 
utensils in the market. You would obviously look for 
some utensils possessing greater visual sensation 
parallel to affordability and quality aspects. 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN; A VALUABLE ASSET

Lekey Dorji
Intellectual Property Officer
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Meaning you would be inclined towards buying 
utensils with beautiful designs. You are actually 
not buying the utensils alone but the design of 
the utensils simultaneously. The utensils with best 
designs highly influence your decision regarding 
the purchase amidst available choices. Similarly, 
furniture at your home, shoes you bought and so 
forth, the appealing designs were the primary 
reason for considering to buy.

Not only the aesthetic appeal but the distinctness 
your products display is imperative for customers 
attraction. There could be many products with 
aesthetic appeal, if your products have distinctness 
enabling the customers to identify with bare 
minimum effort, the chances of your products 
standing out in the market amongst many choices 
will undoubtedly be enormous.

When your products succeed in attracting the 
customers exponentially, you are succeeding in 
creating a niche market for your products. For 
instance, iPhone has come much later in the 
market than Nokia phone. Now, see how iPhone 
has succeeded in creating a niche market and 
how Nokia phone has failed miserably. There is no 
question of technology superiority between the two 
but the design. 

To the users, iPhone has become truly the ‘apple 
of eye’ with its potential in creating seamless user 
experience fundamentally augmented by attractive 
and innovative design. The vitality of Industrial 
Designs in business front is portrayed by the 
practical case of two mobile phone companies.

When your products gain a niche market, your 
products sale-ability enhance. Your products are 
sold more than other similar products in the market. 
When the sale enhances, your profit generation 
skyrockets.

How do industrial designs facilitate brand 
establishment? Brand has been narrowed down 
to the sole price tag products bears in the market 
by many, unfortunately. Any product which is 
expensive in the market has been misconstrued as 
branded, which is highly illogical. Brand, in actual 
sense, is the perception the customers hold for 
the product; loyalty, respect, trust and attachment. 
More the customers value the product, better the 
brand. More the customers desire to purchase the 
product, significant the brand.

Brand establishment is not a simple one-way 
process. It is the result of sophisticated processes 

Industrial Design Application No.  : BT/D/2014/12

Industrial Design No.                     : D 000012

Name of Applicant and address     : Royal Bhutan Army,

                                                         Headquarters (AHQ)

                                                         Lungtenphu, Thimphu

Country                                          : Bhutan (BT)

Date of Registration                       : December 05, 2014  
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involving numerous tools, enormous amount of time 
and effort. The establishment of brand begins from 
the creation of distinctly aesthetic product designs to 
gaining niche market. Its conspicuously lengthy and 
difficult job but capitalizing on industrial designs as 
one of the tools for branding would make branding 
happen effectively.

For instance, Samsung has become a leading brand 
becoming the first Asian company winning several 
design excellences awards since early 2000s 
outshining many European and American rivals. 
Samsung has made design philosophy a priority with 
establishment of Samsung Art and Design Institute 
(SADI) and Innovative Design Lab for Samsung 
where promising designers are trained. Samsung 
has realized that 21st Century will be an ‘era of 
culture’ where Intellectual Property will become the 

most valuable asset to the company. Therefore, 
they started investing heavily on industrial designs 
without prioritizing austerity measures because in 
the era of culture, you are selling the philosophy 
and culture of the company along with the products.

Industrial Designs  can be also commercialized 
or monetized. There are various ways to do so. 
Industrial Designs can be sold, licensed, used as 
collateral or security for debt finance. It can provide 
an additional or alternative basis for seeking equity 
from friends, family, private investors (the so-called 
“business angels”) venture capitalists, specialized 
banks and sometimes even from regular banks. 
The commercialization of industrial design is very 
uncommon in Bhutan currently but as the country 
progresses the trend is likely to gain root like in 
developed countries. 

...Not only the aesthetic appeal but the distinctness your products 
display is imperative for customers attraction. There could be many 
products with aesthetic appeal, if your products have distinctness 
enabling the customers to identify with bare minimum effort, 
the chances of your products standing out in the market amongst 
many choices will undoubtedly be enormous...
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Introduction 

This article briefly discusses the concept of 
industrial property from the spectrum of 

Bhutanese industrial property law. The objective of 
this article is to provide simplified information to the 
registered owners of industrial property relating to 
the concept, rights and remedies as per the law. 

The scope of article is confined to the following 

topics. 

1. Understanding industrial property

2. Rights conferred to the owner of industrial 

property?

3. The concept of industrial property 

infringement

4. Legal remedies 

1. Understanding Industrial 
Property

To an unfamiliar person the nomenclature ‘industrial 
property’ may sound like raw materials used in 
industries. In legal parlance, however, industrial 
property is referred to the one of the facets of 
intellectual property (IP). It is the proprietary 
right extended to certain category or IP such as 
patent, industrial design, trademarks, geographical 
indication, utility models etc.  Copyright, which is the 
other separate branch of IP, encompasses literary 
and artistic creations. For the purpose of this article, 
Copyright is not a subject matter of discussion. 

The Industrial Property Act of the Kingdom of 
Bhutan (hereafter referred to as the Act) was 
promulgated in 2001 to provide legal recognition 
and protection to industrial property in the country. 
While the Act does not define the term industrial 
property, marks, patents and industrial designs 
are currently recognized as industrial property. 
Each of this industrial property is discussed below. 

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY – KNOW YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS AND 
REMEDIES!

Tshering Tenzin
Sr. Legal Officer
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 1.1. Trademark

The Act uses the term mark in a broad sense to 
include trademark, service mark and collective 
mark. It is defined as any visible sign capable of 
distinguishing the goods or services of an enterprise.  
In addition, the Act also provide registration of 
collective mark, which is similar to trademark but 
has a collective ownership to distinguish the origin 
or any other common characteristics such as quality 
of goods or services of different enterprises. For the 
purpose this article, the word trademark is used 

encompass all the marks. 

1.2. Patent 

To grant legal protection to inventions in the 
country, the Act provides for the grant of patent to 
the inventors. As per the Act, only those inventions 
can be patented that are new, involves an inventive 

step and is industrially applicable. 

1.3. Industrial Design 

Industrial design, as per the Act, refers to the 
ornamental and aesthetic aspects of an article, 
including composition of lines or color or three-
dimensional form that gives special appearance to 
industrial product or handicraft. The prerequisite for 
the protection of industrial design is that it should 
new and industrially applicable.

Figure 1: Example of trademark 

Figure 2: Example of patent
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1.4. Acts of Unfair 
Competition

The Act, in addition to the above three industrial 
property, also extend protection against the act 
of unfair competition. Section 33(1) of the Act 
provides that any act of competition that is contrary 
to the honest practices in industrial or commercial 
matters shall be unlawful. Section 33(2) of the Act 
enumerates the kinds of acts which constitute the 
act of unfair competition. 

2. Rights conferred 

Registration – a prerequisite
 
Before discussing the rights conferred by the Act, it is 
important to note that the legal rights over industrial 
property under the Act is conferred only upon their 
registration with the Department of Intellectual 
Property. Registration, therefore, is prerequisite for 
the legal recognition of such rights. Be that as it may, 
the mere registration of industrial property would 
not secure the protection of the law if the owner is 
unaware of the rights and remedies conferred by 
the registration under the Act. Knowledge of all 
legal the rights and remedies accorded by the law 
is crucial as it will help the owner to take appropriate 
actions in case of infringement of rights by another 
person. The rights conferred to different industrial 
property under the Act is enumerated as follows.

2.1. Rights conferred to 
Trademark

The Exclusive right to use - Section 28 (1) of the 
Act provides trademark owners the exclusive rights 
to use his or her trademark in relation to goods and 
services for which it has been registered. In other 
words, any other person who wishes to use the 
registered mark shall require the permission of the 
registered owner. As such, the registered trademark 
owner can use the trademarks for his goods or 
services, and economically exploit the trademark 
by licensing and assigning his or her trademark to 
other businesses in return for a certain fee. 

Figure 3: Example of industrial design
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The right to institute court proceeding – The 
Act provides the registered trademark owner the 
right to take any person to the court if that person 
infringes his or her trademark. A person infringes a 
trademark if he or she uses it without the permission 
of the owner or performs any act that is likely to 
infringe the trademark. This right is also applicable 
when another person uses a sign that is similar 
to the registered trademark and use in relation to 
goods and services similar to those for which the 
trademark has been registered. 

2.2. Rights conferred to Patent 

The exclusive right to patent – The inventor who 
registers his invention is given the exclusive right 
over the registered patent. Section 13(1) of the 
Act provides that the exploitation of the patented 
invention by another person (other than the owner 
of patent) shall require the owner’s permission. The 
owner’s exclusive right to exploit the of patented 
invention means he or she can use patent to 
manufacture product, use and sale product and, 
license and assign the patent to any other person 
for certain financial consideration. 

The right to institute court proceeding – The right to 
institute court proceeding is granted to the patent 
owner against any person who exploits the patent 
without the permission of patent owner. This right 
is also extended against any person who performs 
any act that is likely to cause infringement of patent. 

2.3. Rights conferred to 
Industrial Design

The exclusive right to industrial design – The 
owner of industrial design is provided the exclusive 
right to exploit the registered industrial design. Any 
other person wishing exploit the registered industrial 
design requires the permission of its owner as per 
section 22(1) of the Act. The exclusive right to 
exploit industrial design means making, selling or 
importation of articles incorporating the industrial 
design. 

The right to institute court proceeding – 
Similar to trademark and patent owner, the owner 
of industrial design is conferred the right to institute 
court proceeding against a person who infringes the 
industrial design and against person who performs 
such acts which is likely to cause infringement. 

3. Infringement and Legal 
Remedies 

Besides knowing the rights, the owners of industrial 
property should know when his industrial property 
rights has been infringed in order that he or she can 
take appropriate action without delay. Knowledge 
of infringement will enable the owner of industrial 
property to not only take legal actions without delay 
but also help claim damages for the loss suffered 
due to infringement. 
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3.1. What is Infringement of 
Industrial Property

The meaning of infringement as per the Act is 
exercising of exclusive rights conferred to the owner 
of industrial property by any other person without 
the permission of the owner. Section 41(1) of the 
Act defines infringement as performance of any act 
referred to in Section 13, 22 and 28 (exclusive rights 
of industrial property) in Bhutan by a person other 
than the owner of the title of protection and without 
the agreement of the owner. 

Let’s take example of a hypothetical case of the 
registered trademark ‘Tshejor’ for Ezay (chili 
paste). Let’s imagine that the owner of another 
homemade Ezay copies and uses the ‘Tshejor’ 
trademark on his or her Ezay without the permission 
of the owner of trademark ‘Tshejor’. This act of 
copying constitutes an absolute infringement of the 
exclusive rights conferred by the Act to the owner 
of ‘Tshejor’. In addition, the use of a sign that is 
visually, phonetically and conceptually similar 
to ‘Tshejor’ may tantamount to infringement, 
depending on whether such use is like to cause 
confusion to consumer who buys Ezay. In such 
case of infringement, the owner of the registered 
trademark ‘Tshejor’ may be entitled to the legal 
remedies that are discussed below.

3.2. Legal Remedies

In keeping with the principle ubi jus ibi remedium 
which translate to “where there is right there is a 
remedy’, the Act provides corresponding legal 
remedies to rights provided under it which were 
discussed in the previous paragraph. These 
remedies are discussed below. 

Injunction – If an industrial property right is 
infringed, its owner or the licensee can go to the court 
and request for an injection order.  The injunction 
order can be requested to stop the infringer from 
committing infringing act or to prevent an imminent 
infringement. The Court, depending on the merit of 
the case, may or may not grant the injunction order 
as requested. 

Damages – The Act stipulate a provision for 
award of damages to the aggrieved industrial 
property owners. However, the Act neither stipulates 
statutory damages nor sets conditions to determine 
the damages to be paid to the aggrieved owners. In 
this context, it is worthy to note that section 29(1) 
Copyright Act of Bhutan, 2001 which provides clear 
guidance to courts in determining the damages in 
case of copyright infringement as follows: 

“The amount of damages shall be fixed in 
keeping with the relevant provisions of the civil 
law, taking into account the importance of the 
material and moral prejudice suffered by the 
owner of the right, as well as the importance 
of the infringer’s profits attributable to the 
infringement. Where the infringer did not know 
or had no reasonable reason to know that he or 
it was engaged in infringing activity, the court 
may limit damages to the infringer’s profits, 
attributable to the infringement and/or to pre-
established damages.”

Perhaps, this provision could be resourceful in 
guiding the courts to determine the damages to be 
awarded in case of industrial property infringement.
In addition, as per the Act, the court may also 
provide any other remedies to the aggrieved as per 
any other laws of the country. 
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Imprisonment – Section 41 (3) of the Act also 
provides for imprisonment of infringer of industrial 
property rights. For this, the act of infringement has 
to be willful infringement and on commercial scale. 
Such infringer shall be guilty of offense punishable 
by imprisonment according to the laws of the land or 
by fine of up to Nu. 1 million or by both. The owner 
of industrial property may institute criminal case if 
the infringer performs infringing acts with the intent 
to commit the infringing act on a commercial scale. 

Amicable settlement of dispute – 
Notwithstanding all the remedies discussed above, 
the owner of the industrial property to has the 
option to explore the possibility of resolving the 
infringement dispute amicably before resorting 
to the court for settlement. If successful, the out 
of court settlement will not only save time and 
resources of the parties but also result in mutually 
beneficial outcome. If successful, the out of court 
settlement will not only save time and resources 
of the parties but also result in mutually beneficial 
outcome. 

...example of a hypothetical case of the registered trademark 
‘Tshejor’ for Ezay (chili paste). Let’s imagine that the owner of 
another homemade Ezay copies and uses the ‘Tshejor’ trademark 
on his or her Ezay without the permission of the owner of 
trademark ‘Tshejor’. This act of copying constitutes an absolute 
infringement of the exclusive rights conferred by the Act to 
the owner of ‘Tshejor’. In addition, the use of a sign that is 
visually, phonetically and conceptually similar to ‘Tshejor’ may 
tantamount to infringement, depending on whether such use is 
like to cause confusion to consumer who buys Ezay. In such case 
of infringement, the owner of the registered trademark ‘Tshejor’ 
may be entitled to the legal remedies...
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Intellectual Property (IP) is often perceived by many 
as highly technical subject entwined with legalistic 

aspects of business. However, knowing the basics 
of different IP subject and the business dynamics 
involved thein, IP subjects become simpler to 
understand and interesting to manage by business 
and professionals alike. Comparing to other fields of 
studies, few institutions globally and none in some 
countries offer courses on IP subjects. For that 
matter, the World Intellectual Property Organization 
(WIPO) has created the WIPO Academy to cater 
to various IP course for its global community and 
stakeholders. 

The WIPO Academy is the center of excellence 
for intellectual property (IP) education and training 
for WIPO member states, in particular developing 
countries, least-developed countries (LDCs) and 
countries in transition. The Academy works to help 
build human capacity in IP, which is essential to 
innovation.

Distance Learning

Since 1999, WIPO have been offering distance 
learning (DL) courses, covering all aspects 
of  intellectual property  (IP), to both professionals 
and those new to the field. This is the only institution 
offering online IP courses in up to ten languages. 
Interaction between our students and faculty of 
renowned academics from universities worldwide, 
takes place online through our discussion 
forums. The Distance Learning Program provides 
worldwide access to online courses in all fields of 
intellectual property (IP). The courses are taught 
in over seven languages by a global network of 
renowned IP experts and are increasingly offered in 
an accessible format for the visually impaired. 

Topics covered 

The courses offered through distance learning (DL) 
include general courses and tutor-led advanced 
courses. The general courses provide an overview 
of the fundamentals of IP through the Primer (DL-

OPPORTUNITIES IN WIPO ACADEMY’S DISTANCE LEARNING 
PROGRAMS

Tempa Tshering, 
Chief Intellectual Property  Officer
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001) and the General Course (DL-101). Other general 
courses have a more specific focus such as the 
Introduction to the Patent Cooperation Treaty (DL-
101-PCT), and IP Panorama (DL-IP PANORAMA), 
which focuses on IP from the perspective of small 
and medium-sized enterprises. 

The tutor-led advanced courses cover a range of 
topics including: 

 ➢ Copyright and Related Rights (DL-201);

 ➢ Intellectual Property, Traditional Knowledge 
and Traditional Cultural Expressions (DL-
203);

 ➢ Patents (DL-301);

 ➢ Trademarks, Industrial Designs & 
Geographical Indications (DL-302);

 ➢ Arbitration & Mediation Procedure under 
the WIPO Rules (Dl-317);

 ➢ Patent Information Search (DL-318);

 ➢ Basics of Patent Drafting (DL-320);

 ➢ Intellectual Property Management (DL-450);

 ➢ Collective Management of Copyright and 
Related Rights for Legal Practitioners (DL-
501);

 ➢ Collective Management of Copyright and 
Related Rights for Rights Holders (DL-502)

 ➢ Collective Management of Copyright and 
Related Rights for CMOs (DL-503); 

 ➢ Collective Management of Copyright and 
Related Rights for Policy Makers (DL-506); 
and,

 ➢ Software Licensing Including Open Source 
(DL-511)

 ➢ Promoting Access to Medical Technologies 
and Innovation - WHO, WIPO, WTO 
Executive Course on the intersections 
between public health, intellectual property 
and trade (DL701).

Fee Structure: 
 

a

Students and Academics
Developing countries and 
countries in transition
Developed countries

  
40 US dollars 
200 US 
dollars

b

Professionals
Developing countries and 
countries in transition 
Developed countries

  
60 US dollars 
320 US 
dollars

c

Government officials 
(including IP offices)
Developing countries and 
countries in transition 
Developed countries

  
free of 
charge 

  
*List of countries for which the reduced fee applies 
can be checked through this link: 

http://www.wipo.int/academy/en/courses/distance_
learning/country_list.html

If you are interested in applying to the Academy’s 
DL courses, you can find information on the 
registration process online at  http://welc.wipo.
int/ (choose Training Catalog, then WIPO Academy 
– [DL] Distance Learning Program on Intellectual 
Property) 
Course participants are evaluated through a final 
examination, which may be a written essay or 
multiple-choice questions, and upon the receipt 
of a passing grade are awarded a certificate of 
completion. 

http://www.wipo.int/academy/en/courses/distance_learning/country_list.html
http://www.wipo.int/academy/en/courses/distance_learning/country_list.html
http://welc.wipo.int/
http://welc.wipo.int/
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Learning outcomes 

Each DL course sets out to educate and reinforce 
specific knowledge and skill-sets through well-
defined learning outcomes. The final exam is based 
on these learning outcomes, testing the skills and 
knowledge acquired. 

Participant profile:

 ➢ Students

 ➢ Teachers

 ➢ Young professionals

 ➢ Government officials

 ➢ Judges

 ➢ Lawyers

 ➢ Business owners

 ➢ Researchers

 ➢ Scientists and engineers 

WIPO Academy also hosts to arrange 

following specialized IP Courses and 

Programs: 

 ➢ Professional Development: General and 

specialized IP training for government and 

public sector officials.

 ➢ University Partnership: Joint Master’s 

degrees in IP, offered in partnership with a 

number of prestigious universities around 

the world.

 ➢ Summer Schools: Short IP courses for 

university students and young professionals.

The Distance Learning Program provides worldwide 
access to online courses in all fields of intellectual 
property (IP). The courses are taught in over seven 
languages by a global network of renowned IP experts 
and are increasingly offered in an accessible format for 
the visually impaired. 
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Time for Spiritual Wellbeing and Professional Welfare...
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